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Teachers Receive Calling Out of Troops Inevitable, Flood Resolution Will Reach Keane to Be Archbishop at Du- Smoot Wants Prompt Action, but Judge Drew Jury For Federal Coast Points Are Favored
as Police Cannot Cope With
Overman Jumps Up to Head
cause of Water Com
Taft This Evening or
and Territorial District
buque and Schreaopt Bishop
Certificates for Various
Off.
Him
Toledo
Situation.
the
of
Court
Terms
Gradespetition
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Mountain
They Object to Making It A Telegraph Company Must All Inter-Rock- y
Points Benefitted by
Unfinished Business in
Use "Due Diligence" in
Formal Order
the Senate
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William J. Mills has ap- .By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Aug. 10. The neighbor
pointed Harry P. Roseberry ol Raton, hood of the docks was practically un
Colfax county, a notary public. Av;y der mob rule
today with the result
'v ,v
For the Treasury.
there was a such dwindling of
that
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero food supplies that the metropolis exhas received the following sums for perienced something akin to what
the treasury Celso Lopez, treasurer might happen if a hostile foreign force
John should succeed in
$161.08;
of Santa Fe county,
interrupting Great
Governor

-'

X

X
X
X

X

Washington, D. C, Aug. 10.
The Flood resolution admitting
Arizona and New Mexico to
statehood passed its last legis-lative process today when the
House agreed to the minor Sen-I- t
ate amendments to the blue bal-lot portion of that measure.
The bill now goes to President
Taft, who it is said, will veto
it.
Will Stand Pat
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10.
Stand-pa- t
Republican leaders
of the Senate and House flock- ed to the White House today
to inform President Taft they
would fight to the last ditch
before they allowed either the
Senate or House to paBs any
measure over the presidential

Joerns, bank examiner fees, $25; Britain's trade routes.
X
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Unless good progress is made today X
treasurer,
Gable, $73.50; B. J. Reagan,
in the negotiations looking to a set- X
of Roosevelt county $952.03.
tlement of the strike of the dock X
Goes to. Alamogordo.
workers, the calling out of troops X
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field seems inevitable, as the police are X
division of the U. S. land office has unable to deal with the emergency. X
gone to Alamogordo on important land
The only quarter where relief was
matters and is not expected back for experienced was Billings Gate. There X
X
some days. Mr. Moore has been kept the, striking fish porters obtained all
X
few
the
in
cases
past
with
tovery busy
they wished and returned to work
X
;
'.
weeks.
day. On the other hand hundreds of X
...
Land Entries.
' The following were the land entries railroad car men quit this morning X
and several stations were practically X veto.
'
at the Santa Fe land office jester-day- : in a etate of siege, strike pickets pre- X
"We do not propose to let
Albert C. Jaquez, Blanco; Jesus venting by force all attempts to han- X
Erany
attempt at making the laws
Old
Albuquerque;
Garcia y Lopez,
dle goqds.
X over the head of the President
nest H. W. Span, Estancia; Jesse H.
Gaunt Famine.
X go through without a fight"
Nations, Mcintosh; Manuel Gallegos,
It was the intention of the strikers
Fort Sumner; William B. Brown, Es- to tie up all street traffic unless their X said Republican Whip John
X
Senator
Murray
tancia; Clark A. Roley, Estancia; No- demands were connected within a few X Dwight.
Crane of Massachusetts back- ble H. Rogers, Nolan; Santana Duran, hours. Should they be successful,
X ed up this statement
Pintada; Amado Vigil, Progresso.
London would be facing actual famine
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
tfew Compamy.
tracconditions.
The traffic of motor
Friends Will Not Permit Taft's .
Articles of incorporation were filed tion today was hardly half its usual
In the territorial
Humiliation.
secretary's office proportions. So short was the supply
this morning by the Navajo Oil and of petrol that hundreds of motor Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. "This
Development Company with office at busses and taxicabs were unable to statehood matter," said Mr. Dwight,
"is not political in itself, but the
Gallup and Samuel Dimon as the move a wheel.
,
(
statutory agent. It is capitalized at , The only traffic passing
without fear overriding of the President is intend$100,000, consisting of 100,000 shares of interference was that of vans car- ed to make politics against him and
at $1 each and $3,900 has been paid rying hospital stores. These were humiliate him before the country. Unin as follows: Paul Nilocker, $1,300; labelled with big red cross signs, with der these circumstances his friends
and outside the party will rally
and Joseph
Samuel Dimon,-$1,30a permit from the strike committee, inside
to him."
$1,300,. all of Gallup.
explaining that they must not, be inDemocrats Make It Party Matter.
Scenic Highway.
terfered with. Until this system of
It was indicated today that not only
Repair work on the scenic highway identification was adopted this mornbe done this ing, the 'hospitals felt .a shortage of were Republicans rallying eir forces,
at the Las Vegas end,-wil-l
but the Democrats were using every
week by the convict gang of the ter- ice and "other supplies.
means to gather Into Washington all
ritorial good roads commission, acof
Provisions
Tons
Rotting.
'
Thousands of tons of fruit, vege- members of me House and Senate, to
cording to- Territorial I Good Roads
Engineer J. H. Meriwether. The gang tables and provisions are xotting on pass the Flood resolution over the
is at present employed at' Azul doing the wharves and the railway freight president's veto. ''
i
highway. dpota.w .Unless they can be moved Special to- the New 'Mexican,
work on the Las Vegas-Mor- a
After the damage done the scenic high- soon they threaten to endanger the President'AgaTnst Little Blue Ballot.
D. C., Aug. 10. The
Washington,
way at the Las Vegas end, by the re- general health.
cent heavy rains has been Tepaired,
Today the temper of the strikers ap- House concurred in the Senate amendthe convicts will be put to work on the peared ugly and scenes of violence in- ments to the Flood resolution on
Mineral Hill road upon which the resi- creased.
staienooa, m reference to the man
Those taking part in the conferences ner of giving "little blue ballots" to
dents of hat section- of San Miguel
,
county did considerable work last in the board of trade which is seek-- the voters. It now goes to the Presispring, t The good roads commission ing a settlement, state that they are dent who will veto it. The fight will
has decided to assist in the construc getting nearer a solution each time be to pass it in .the Senate over his
they meet and axe determined to sit veto.
tion of thi
By prior arrangement, Delegate W.
through tonight if there seems to be
Teachers' Certificates.
of reaching a settlement H. Andrews presented Jones, McCan-na- ,
a
possibility
attendwho
teachers
The following
Kraft, Hand, Burkhart, Mabry and
ed the institute at Silver City have
other New Mexicans to the President
RETAIL LUMBER COMBINE
been awarded certificates:
INDIGNANTLY DENIES CHARGE. in the east room after a reception to
First grade: Anga Elder of San
a Christian Endeavor delegation. The
Revuelto.
Ezra
Stemple,
Juan;
Is No Conspiracy President said that New Mexico has a
That
There
Allege
Second grade:
Flossyne Bigbee,
' In Restraint of Trade and Jus-- '
good constitution, better than
the
Encino; Bessie Bowen Melrose; Besaverage of the states; that he had
tify Their Acts.
sie Canthen, Duncan, Ariz.; Grace
approved it with pride, and pleasure.
Corrigan, Rodeo; Walter Coulson,
Wire to New Mexican) A. A. Jones and Summers Burkhart
Leas4
Special
(Bv
R.
El
Gretchen
Rito;
Dixin,
Clayton;
Denver, Colo., Aug. 10. Branding presumed to inject that the House
L. Duke, Clovis; M. T. Dye, Ancho;
as
false and absurd the charge of "con- and Senate amendments (meaning the
Ethel Fredericks, Albuquerque; Janie
in restraint of trade,", as con- "little blue
had impioved the
spiracy
HItchens, Cooks; Cora Jackson, Albu- tained in the indictment recently re- constitution.ballot")
The President
with
Elizabeth
Lordsburg;
Kerr,
querque;
turned by a federal grand Jury in Chi- clinched fist raised high said: "I do
A. L. Lacy, Melrose; Florence Haynot believe It. I will not consent to
fourteen secretaries and
cock, Nara Visa; Emily McLean, Lake cago,
a
associaof
lumber
retail
change after the people of New Mexthe
Valley; J. M. Mann, Lakewood; Nora tions
throughout the "United States ico have adopted a good constitution
Massie, Carrizozo;
Mary' G. Relff,
issued a signed statement setting by 18,000 majority. I will not humiliCarlsbad; Maud Rice, Cliff; Olive have
ate them and compel them to vote
forth
their position.
SanFrank
Lake
Rickelson,
Valley;
again. I do not approve of the recall
maintain
The
lumber
secretaries
Lake
chez, Peralta; Pearl Swinney,
they have a right to demand that of the Judiciary in the Arizona consti.t Arthur.
r Third grade: Genevieve Anaya, Ber-- wholesalers sell to them and refrain tution. Good Day, Gentlemen. I have
nalllln' FrancM TTHne: Lnrdabur: from entering into competition with other appointments."
Ada L. Coleman, Cambray; Lucy Cas- them by selling direct to consumers.
per, Dunear, Ariz.; Ralph Dixon, El If they are to be restrained from pro POPULAR EXCITEMENT WOULD
RECALL I OLA JUDGE
SUto; Hazel Gough, Chamita, Kas.; tecting their retail interests, the lum
Rita Hanner, San Lorenzo; Eva Har- bermen claim retailers in other lines
ris, Pearl; Vada Hughes, West; E. C. should he brought under the same He Insists That Mrs. Ella Reese Must
Work Out Her Fine on the Rock
McLaughlin, Silver City; Mary Met-cal- rule. The statement contends that
Pile.,-:''Silver City; J. W. Pratt,
every wholesaler and retailer have a
Mae Spann, Fort Sumner; Bes- right to establish his own rule of consie Spann, Fort Sumner; Ethel Spen- duct in regard to business transac- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lola, Kansas, Aug. 10. 'It was for
cer, Anthony; Lora Story, Anthony.
tions, and cites a decision of the U. S.
V
What the Rain Did.
supreme court to substantiate its the sake of the welfare of the boys
of Iola that I decreed that Mrs. Ells
Hon. Malaqutas Martinez, territorial claim.-'.'Reese should go to the rock pile and
coal oil inspectbr and. Republican boss
of
the
statement
the
Among
signers
of Taos county, as well as a success- is Louis L. Heilman, secretary of the I positively will not back down from
ful rancher, before leaving for Taos Colorado-Wyomin- g
Retail Lumber As- that decree," declared Judge D. B. B.
Smeltzer of the Iola Municipal court
county this morning said; "If we sociation.
... ...
.;;.!..,...:.
today.;:.
should get statehood this month, all
Mrs. Reese today remained In Jail
New Mexico is certainly in gala attire MRS. ORTIE M'MANIGAL
where Judge Smeltzer declared, . she
for the event Those who have trav-- '
:
REACHES 8AN FRANCI8C0.
should remain until she is willing to
eled over the territory as our govern- work out her fine on- the streets with
or and other officials have expressed Remained
to
Be
Only Long Enough
the men prisoners. V
their pleasure and delight at the mag;:
Transferred From 8tation to ...
"Although I may be powerless to
nificent showing In fields and meadTrain for Chicago.
ows, testifying to the wonders that
fforpe the commissioners to put ' the
women to work, I shall not back down
can be wrought by rain fall in this
(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican) from the
position I have taken. She
great territory. Taos county in which
San Francisco, .Califs Aug. 10.
will remain in Jail."
I naturally take pride as a citizen and Mrs. Ortie
of
wife
the
McManigal,
the many pleas that he do
ranch owner, has been no exception.
prosecution's star witness in the loi so,Despite Smeltzer
refused today to
It Is blossoming like the rose.- Judge.
here
arrived
Angeles
dynamite
cases,
"Aatonlshing as it may seezi to re- today from the south but remained grant Mrs. Reese an appeal. The town
is In a state of intense excitement
late,.?! have run across flowers this
Jons';
to be transferred Some demand the court's
summer that I have not seen for twen- only. the enough'
resignation'
froaj
railway station to the ferry while others urge that he stand
by
ty years. They are on the Rio Lucero in order to lake
, or Chicago.
train
i,
bis ruling. No effort was made to
and ?the only explanation that seems Mrs.
was
from
McManigal
escorted
put. Mrs. Reese to work today.
plausible is that (ley have come out the depot; to the
ferry by local - labor
through, the great moisture, the lack leaders.
,
,
of Which has held them dormant for
HENRY C. PRICK RE8IQN8 .
all these years. . Their 'appearance is
A3 UNION PACIFIC DIRECTOR.
'
OVERDUE
REVENUE
CUTTER
regarded as a propitious sign In this
FLIE8 QUARANTINE FLAG
year and at this time when New Mexi
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
co seems so near to the threshold of
York, Aug. 10. Henry C. Frick
'
(By Bpeclal Leased Wire toNew Mexican) announced his resignation today from
statehood."
. Charleston, 8.
C, Aug. 10. The ov- the' board of directors of the Union
Mr. Martinez is jubilant over Us
.,
own crops as well as those of the en- erdue revenue cutter Wlndom arrived Pacific railroad, in accordance with
tire county In which he resides and off Morris Island Just before noon, his decision to withdraw from all dirhe Is preparing to send samples of flying the1 quarantine flag, Indicating ectorates except those of a few comimmV yj panies in which he is mostly heavily
'which Is not known at present.
J '
(Continued on Page Four.)
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(By Special Leased Wlrn to rew Mexican
Rome, Aug. 10. Dr. Patacci and
Professor Marchiafava visited Popa
Pius early today and found his gener
al condition improved. This was at-- ;
tributed to the removal of the patient
from his small bed chamber to morej
spacious quarters, which, according to;
the Pontiff's own expression, affords
him the feeling of being in the openly
air. The walls of the room are twen-- i jj
ty feet high.
American Bishops Named.
Despite his illnesS, bis Holiness
ratified., the decision of the Consisto- rial Congregation presented by thejjj
secretary. Cardinal G. DeLa, ap- pointing tne ngnt Kev. j. j. Keane, ;x
bisnop oi cneyenne, as arcnDisnop oi
uuDuque, ana tne iugnt Kev. josepnj
Schrembs, auxiliary bishop ot Urana
Rapids, to be bishop of the new diocese established at Toledo, Ohio,
v.:hich has been detached from the diocese of Cleveland.
Operation May. Be
. . Necessary.
. ..

l
I,f fled Vii to
i
Judge John R. McFie overruled the Bv
motion of the defendant in the case
Washington, D. C, Aug. lu. format
of R. E. Johnston vs. the Western orders in the Pacific coast freight
Senate.
Union Telegraph Company for a new j ra..e cases' supplementing the dec!
'
Met at noon.
trial. The case Is of great interest ons rendered two weeks ago, were
Cotton tariff revision bill refor the court found that the telegraph issued today by the Interstate Com'
ported adversely to Senate but
company was negligent in not deliver- merce Commission.
Material reductions in both class
consideration postponed until
ing a message to Mr. Johnston who
another day.
had left a new forwarding address at and commodity
freight rates are
'
LaFollette and Underwood
the telegraph office.
The message made from Atlantic coast points of
to
orisin
Mountain cities
again failed to agree on wool
was sent in care of the Claire Hotel
bill and decided to call in the
Spokane, Wash.; Reno, Nev.; Phoeand was delivered to that hotel and rer
Ariz., and others similarly situatother Senate and House conr
malned there long enough to lose Mr. nix,
ed
the carriers are permit- - '
ferees tomorrow to consider enJohnston, a government job in Wyom ted although
on account of water
tire tariff situation.
competition
Mr.
Johnston brought suit for to exact rates
ing.
The Senate took up the Cum
somewhat less to Paand
$500
the
awarded
wa9
damages
cific coast terminals than to the inmins bill to require the Na- sum of $187.
The attorneys
for termediate
tlonal Monet'ary Commission
points. The orders issued
the Western Union arguejl that the
define explicitly the rates into rep0rt next December.
today
telegraph company had complied with dicated in the
Senators Cummins and Hey- opinions as reasonable
the contract printed on the hack of the and
burn attacked the Monetary
require the carrier? engaged in
to
by
the
message
delivering
massage
transcontinental traffic to establish
Comm sslon. Senator Burton
the place where it was addressed. the rates fixed
defended it,
by the commission on
The court took a different view of ue
lor before November 15, 1911. To in
House.
matter, evidently, and the jury brought sure an
Met at noon.
equitable and convenient disin a verdict for Mr. Johnston.
Considered
position of all classes, which involve
under
business
r
l !J
t. i I
was
The court
emphatic in the state-- a construction of the
call of committee.
ment that the company must use due haul provision of the long and short
a consultation this afternoon' withj
W. Perkins continued
law, the commisGeorge
m
Dr. Amlcci. The possible necessity of
testimony before Steel Trust iciM'sence delivering a message wnen- sion divides the U. S. into five zones.
on
the patient's kneei
a slight operation
JS a Prson who expects to receive a mesFive Zones.
Investigating Committee.
to hasten relief was discussed, but
Dr. F. E. Dunlap, assistant d sase leaves an address with the agent
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. The
zones are described as follows: Zone
nothing was finally decided. The
:01 lne t'grapn company.
chemist of the Department of
This
decision no doubt will awaken 1: All territory lying west of a
physicians concluded to have the Pon X
before
line
Agriculture, appeared
tiff removed from his bed to a com
the committee investigating the X Keen interest among me traveling pub- - called Line No. 1, which extends in
fortable arm chair.
jjjlic, for they are peculiarly affected a general southerly direction from' h
X Dr. Wiley case.
Both Cardinal Merry del Val and X
by the decision.
to
point immediately east of Grand PorSenate
House agreed
Monsignor Bisletl were permitted to X amendments to statehood bill.
Judge McFie today overruled the tage, Minn., southwesterly along the
1
Holiness.
visit his
X
Adjourned at 1:35 p. m. out X j motion to strike out a portion of the northwestern sore of Lake Superior,
Pope Relieved By Operation.
comploint of the Territory vs the Clt7 to a point immediately east of SupeX of respect to the memory of
Rome, Aug. 10. Under the direc- X
of Santa Fe over the requirement of rior, Wis., thence southerly to the inGordon of Ten- Representative
tion of Doctors Marchiafava and
the city that the territory take out a tersection of Arkansas and Oklahoma
X nessee.
Dr. Andrea Amicci, who also
Under- building permit for the construction state line; thence along the Kansas
Democratic
X
Leader
Vatican
household,
to
the
is physician
of a garage in the executive mansion City Southern Railway to the Gulf of
X wood indicated that agreement
later in the day proceeded to punc- X was near on
- .
Bill.
grounds. The city has until tomorrow Mexico.
Free
List
ture the Pope's swollen knee and sucZone 2. All territory lying west
to answer the complaint which was
ceeded in extracting a liquid of a sedrawn by the acting attorney general, of line No. 1 and west of a line called
rum character. The operation gave
No. 2, which begins at the Canadian
Harry S. Clancy.
D.
10.
The
C,
Washington,
Aug.
much
relief.
the patient
McFie also gave a final de- boundary immediately west of Cock-burcotJudge
House
hill
for
of
revision
the
the
An Able Prelate.
Island, in Lake Huron, passes
ton schedule of the present tariff law cision in the case of Edgar Corkins et
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 10. Bishop J.
al vs. the Citizens
westerly through the straits of MackJ. Keane, appointed archbishop of Du- was reported adversely to the Senate $10,000 in San Ditch et al involving - inac, southerly through Lake Michi- Juan county, the defrom the finance committee.
buque, has resided In Cheyenne at the todffy
t0 Paducan. Ky., thence southercision being in favor of the defend-ieahead of this diocese for eight yean, Objection was made by Senator Over- ant. The
e uuu or Mexico.
lo
court
hoHa
th
ihat
.'iv
AotA
manof
North
to
Senator
Carolina,
during which, under his leadership,
Zone 3: All territory lying east of
ants
the
in
full
for all line
plaintiff
fourteen churches have been built in Smoot's request that the bill be made labor paid
No. 2, and north of a line experformed.
Wyoming. Cheyenne has him to thank the unfinished business of the Sentending from Norfolk, Va., to Padu-caMcFie
also
a
decifinal
Judge
ate.
gave
cost
beautiful
one
most
and
of the
for
Ky., and west of Line No. 3, from
Senator Smoot will repeat his re- sion in. the case of E. M. Hampton vs Buffalo,
He is
ly cathedrals in the country.
N. Y., to Wheeling, W. Va.,
Miss
Lacinda
Nichols
et
al involvong and
one of the most beloved and able men quest later.
thence
along the Ohio river to
a
valuable ranch in San- Juan county.
in ministry of the Catholic church in
Fail to Agree on Wool.
Huntington, W. Va,
Suit was to compel the spoci"-- !
the country.
Zone 4: All territory east of line
Washington, D. C Aug. 10. The
of a contract entert-into No. ?, and north
'
pf the Norfolk Padq-ca- h
committee in charge of and the court decides that it was
perline.
the wool tariff revision bill failed to fumed.
Zone 5: All 4erritory lying south
reach an agreement today. All the
Drew Juries.
of the Norfolk-Paducaconferees will meet tomorrow to
line and east
Judge John R. McFie, this forenoon, of the Mobile and Ohio railroad known
again consider the entire tariff situadrew
the
for
the federal as .veil as the' Southwestern territory. The
juries
tion. Mr. Underwood's statement that
LIE a virtual
as territorial district court terms railways are not
permflted to exact
agreement had been reached
on the Free List bill and the calling which will convene at Santa Fe on tha higher commodity charges from points
in a zone, to Intermediate
of the full ways and means committee first Monday in September.
points, than
to Pacific coast terminals.
in
was
this
sPecial
From
Inmeeting
afternoon,
Not
WaS
Panic of 1907
points in Zone 2, permission is grantmxerpreiea Dy many Democrats to LOSS TO CARLETON HOTEL '
IS ESTIMATED $150,000. ed to charge commodity
mean that Mr. Underwood is ready to
stigated to Ruin Cerrates to
points intermediate to Pacific termipresent a form of Free 1st agreement
tain Banks
seven
nals
to
Last Moment Withthat can be quickly consummated Management Up
per cent higher than to the
held Fact That Celebrated Actor
terminals. From Zone 3, fifteen per
with Senator LaFollette, provided the
cent higher, and from Zone 4, twenty-fiv- e
Had Been Killed.
committee authorizes it.
A
CREATES
WITNESS
STIR
per cent higher. No order is
Cummins Has a New Grievance.
i
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New
made as to the rates from Zone 5.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. The alLondon, Eng., Aug. 10. The loss to
The order in the Spokane rate case
of the National the American guests at the Carleton which affects
Corporations Cannot Continue leged "extravagance"
the rates not only to
commission was arraigned hotel, the two upper floors of which
monetary
Spokane, but to Walla Wash and La ,
to Exist Under Present
in the Senate today by Mr. Cummins were damaged last
evening by a snec- Grande, Baker City and Pendleton,"
. Conditions.
of Iowa. "The commission," he charg- tacular fire that drove
occupants of Ore., follows
the principles
ed, "has become a place for men who the Blace into the streets, is not so and rates laid precisely
down in. long and short
have
favor
lost
with
their
to
constituents
as
New
Wire
had
Leased
neavy
been
Special
believed.
Mexican)
(By
haul order, the differentials of seven,
Washington, D .C, Aug; 10. George and have been defeated at the polls.'
ine loss to the hotel is estimated fifteen and twenty-fivin
Burton Attacks National City Co.
W. Perkins, director of the U. S. steel
at 150,000 but this probably is an un- favor of Pafific terminals per cent
being mainWashington, D. C, Aug. 10. Sena- derestimate as all the ceilings and tained.
corporation, testifying before the
House steel investigating committee tor Burton declared that in his opin"i uie lurauure must oe re
created a stir when he jumped to his ion, the National City Company, form- placed.
ANGELI MARENO, KIDNAPPED .
feet and branded as false that the pan- ed by the National City Bank of New The hotel management endeavored
CHILD NOT LOCATED.
for
holdto belittle the fire and up to the last
the reported purpose of
ic of 1907 had tfeen started to ruin cer- York,
ing bank stocks was contrary to law moment, withheld the fact that Jame- Detectives Follow False
tain banks.
Trail to Lone'
asked Mr. and not in accordance with the na- son Finney, the actor, bad been
Representative Bartlett
'
ly House at Ragin But Find Not a
welfare.
tional
It
were
to
be
If
held
to
burned
death.
Perkins whether such was not the
Single Clue.
case and the New York financier was legal, he said, he would introduce a The body of Mr. Finney will be crebill
to make such companies illegal. mated after the inquest and the ashes
on his feet in a second, saying: , '
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
will be sent to the United States to
"Such a charge is absolutely false.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 10. Angeli
be
buried
beside
the
TRY
WILL
TO SOLVE
There is not a scintilla of truth in it."
grave of his
the kidnapped child, was reportwho
mother
died
last April. This is ed found this afternoon.
MURDER MYSTERY.
The government's separation of the
Detectives
in
fulfillment of a wish expressed by were said to have
Standard Oil Company into 33 parts,
been sent to take
Mr.
a
short
time
on
Finney
of
Delbert
Cutler
Death
Pike's
ago.
was
the boy and to make arrests. Chief
Mr, Perkins declared,
certainly
One of the features of the fire was of Police
Peak Brings Wealthy Uncle to
a warning to corporations.
McWenery declined to affirm
the
of
the
Americans. What or deny the report In advance of debravery
Colorado Springs.
He suggested tjat something fhould
little
and
excitement existed velopments.
panic
be done to relieve "he present condiSpeclnl Leased Wire to New Mexican) was among the employe of the hotel,
No Trace of Missing Child.
tions under which, he contended, cor- (Bv
10.
Colorado Springs, Colo,, Aug.
chiefly the continentals from the serv
Later, it was learned that the police
porations could not con tin i: 3 to exist. Suspecting that his nephew Delbert ants'
quarters who were screaming at had expected to find the lonely house
'
Perkins Excited.
Cutler, was murdered on Pike's Peak tne top of their voices. x
at Cragin. They rushed to the place
D.
C, Representative and did not commit suicide as supWashington,
John Greenway, of Arizona, took in an
automobile, but found no trace
Bartlett referred to the conspiracy
mertwo
E.
a
women and a boy down a Are esCutler,
wealthy
posed, F.
charge that a group ot bankers started chant of Waterloo, Iowa, arrived here cape, while R. W. Daniels slid down of the missing child.
the panic of 1907 to drive certain last night to institute an investigation a
rope to the street from the third
bankers out of business.
and exhume the body.
floor with an English friend who was STOCKMEN DARE NCT.
Mr. Perkins became, excited. He
INTIMIDATE HOMESEEKERS.
Young Cutler died In a local hos- visiting him.
... t
WSMMW
jumped to his feet. PoundinVhe ta pital on May S, following a mysteriFederal Agents Making, a Thorough
me vigorously with his list, he said: ous episode on the' Peak. Late the
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Probe of Alleged Conspiracy at
"My dear judge,, there never was a previous afternoon,' Cutler staggered
DRAGGED TO DEATH
X
more infamous lie started than that. into the Half Way House and told a
Hugo, Colorado.'
BY HER HORSE. X
There is not a .scintillation of truth story, of. having been, attacked and fx
Sixteen year old Beletia X
in It. You might just as well say that robbed. He was taken to a hospital X Brackett, daughter of William X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and traces of acid poison: found on his X Brackett: of Trinidad, Colorado, X Denver, Colo., Aug. 10. A thorough
X who was on' her uncle's ranch X investigation is being madeby federal
(Continued on Page Bight)
lips.
X In Colfax county, not far from X agents of the alleged conspiracy of
X Springer, met a terrible death X stockmen at Hugo, Colo., to oust John
X yesterday afternoon while out X H. Hibbler from his homestead.
In
XXXXXXXXXXXJSXXX S3CX3CXXXXSXXSXXXX
X X horsebacklng. Her horse threw x the complaint filed with Chief M. D.
...
SUMMER SCHOOL OF AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY.
X X her and her foot
Friday's Program.
$
catching In X McEniry, it is charged. Hibbler was
St
10:30 a.m. Lecture.
(Illustrated.) "Transition of the Semites X X the stirrup, she wag dragged X forced to sign away his rights while
X X over rocks and through arroyos X in a delirious condition and that his
X to Agriculture." Dr. Paton.
,
y
ot the Pajarito Plateau." (II- - X X and mutilated by the horse's X hand was guided by one of the
,
X i 2:30 p. m. Lecture. "The
Mr. Chapman.
X X hoofs. When her uncle, Wade X
X luetrated with Museum specimens and drawings.)
when Hibbler signed the
8:00 p. m. Lecture.
X"
(Illustrated.) "Survivals of Primitive Rell- - X X Brackett, reached her. she was ' X release. ' Hibbler declared he had no
".
X
X glon la Modern Palestine." Dr. Paton.
dead.
X knowledge of having signed the re--.'
X X X St X X XX X X X X XS X .X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
lease.
Spj-cln-
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Mrs. Cora L. Marshall sues her husDESTINY.
Three roses, wan as moonlight, and band Christopher for divorce at Denver.
Six other divorce cases were
weighed down
a
with
in Denver courts yesterday.
as
brought
loveliness
its
with
Each

The Little Store
DENVER

"The Best

I

crown,
Drooped in a
town.

florist's

window in a

Breach of Contract
A number of Albuquerque people
have brought suit against the William
The first a lover bought. Jt, lay at rest Moeller Company of Las Cruces for
Like flower on flower 'that night on the delivery of deeds to lots in the
Highland addition to Las Cruces which
beauty's breast:
the defendant sold to the plaintiffs.
The .second rose, as virginal and fair,
Dope Fiends Arrested.
Shrank in the tangles of an harlot's
Alfred and Ross Garrison, brothers
hair.
aged 28 and 30 respectively, who had
The third, a widow, with new grief been in. trouble in Las Vegas, were arrested at Albuquerque for being drunk
made wild,
Shut in the icy palm of her dead' ana disorderly. They are declared to
De dope tiends.
child.
T. B. Aldrich
Had Too Many Gloves.
Luis Rodriguez was arrested at El
Paso for having too meny gloves on
AROUND THE STATE
his person and on suspicion of having
stolen them as well as robbed a stran-- j
ger of two pesos. He was given 30
Seven Chinamen Arrested.
on the streets.
days
at
arrested
were
Seven Chinamen
to
sneak
El Paso yesterday for trying
Mouritainair Chautauqua,
into tne United States.

BREAD

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

'
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about the wonderful
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ENGLISH EDITION OF
B. M. READ'S HISTORY.
It is Being Prepared for the Printer
Simultaneously With Second
Spanish Issue.

Hon. B. M. Read's "Historia Ilustra-d- a
de Nuevo Mexico," is now being
translated by a very competent translator and will be given to the printer
within four or five months under the
title "Illustrated History of New
Mexico."
This English edition is
translated from the revised, corrected
and enlarged second Spanish edition,
which will also be in the hands of the
printer, enriched with more historic
data received recently from Spain and
Telephone No: 40.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
will
embody all the events of public
The Mountainair Chautauqua has reALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
WE
GIVE REGISTER
Importance to the date of its publicaCor-a- t
WE DO NOT "BORE" CUSTOMERS WHO COME IN TO BUY. WE
j elected the old officers:
John
W.
Burned.
Freight Depot
tion. Mr. Read is now sending out
DO OUR BUSINESS EASILY. WE SELL TO EVERYBODY AT THE
bett, president; Isaac Pulton, vice circulars so as to be able to deterThe D. & R. G. freight depot
8AME PRICE ALL THE TIME.
Canon City, Colorado, burned to the president; W. M. McCoy, secretary; mine the number of volumes he has
IF YOU'VE NEVER DEALT WITH
UP" AND'
US "BRACE
.Charles L. Burt, treasurer; and J. P. to
ground. The loss is $10,000.
publish. The typography and maCOME IN.
Dunlavy, chairman of executive
terial will be as good as that of the
OUR TOOLS WILL HOLD THEIR EDGE FOR YOU AND HOLD
Arrested for Cruelty.
first
Spanish edition and the price of
YOUR TRADE FOR US.
,
Policeman Pancho Velo was arrested
if
and
exceed
not
will
$10,
the volume
Would Pickle the Boy.
at El Paso for cruelty to animals upMr.
Read
possible, it will be less.
Wood-Davi- s
on complaint of Dr. T. A. Bray.
The kidnapers of five year old An- is receiving the hearty encouragement
tonio Moreno, of Chicago, have sent of prominent men. Among the first
his parents a third letter, in which to subscribe is Judge E. V. Long of
Couldn't Kill Himself.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
Phone 14
Mushrooms,
Jean Baptiste Buis is still living at they threaten to kill the boy and East Las Vegas. Judge Long conDon't forget our bread
Los Angeles after hanging himself pickle his body in salt to send it home cludes his letter of good wishes with
These lines are like home to us.
into his head They threaten then to do away with thee wcjrtls: "I congratulate you
and putting six bullets
'
!the entire family.
by way of his ear.
on this historical labor of love. I do
not believe it will be one of profit
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
Death of Woodman.
Bride Was Too Loving,
However, you have done something
Because his bride of three months for your day and generation of which
Peter A. Smith, aged 56 years,
Phone, 191 Black.
MEXICAN HATS
prominent Woodman, died suddenly at T,as too loving, insisted upon sitting you and your descendants may always
Albuquerque yesterday. His wife ana iu his lap all the time, hugging and feel proud." '
New
and Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
two sons survive. ,
kissing him, Philip H. Nickerson, a
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- salesman, cut his arteries and is now
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
iu a St. Louis hospital with slight
Marriage Licenses.
Coal Land.)
(Not
Cards.
Post
Framinf.
inf
Marriage licenses were issued at Al- chance of recovery.
Department of the Interior,
buquerque to Anastacio Romero and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Rosenda Barela, and to William L. ,
Parole Causes Suicide.
July 29. 1911.
The parole of William Trallor in Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Brown and Edith Benefield.
San Francisco Street.
Arizona, who was serving a fourteen Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, ,on July
Drowned in Rio Grande.
year sentence for the murder of 30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
Sole Agent. For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The body of Paul Stedman, who "Shorty" Dallas at Clifton, caused the
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
drowned in the Rio Grande at El Paso, suicide of Mrs. Winifred Fielder at Sec. 24, and the
NW
Sec,
'
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package while
ALFaLFA SEED.
fishing has not yet been recover- - Duncan, because she feared Trallor 25. Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N.
would do her harm for testifying M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
ed.
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
against him at the trial.
intention to make final five year proof,
Sold Two Carloads of Horses.
to establish claim to the land above
Officers of Chamber of Commerce.
W. T. Meadows of Roswell, has pur
described, before Register or ReceivThe directors of the Mesilla Valley er, U. S.
chased two carloads of horses from
Office at Santa Fe,
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
the Block ranch near Carrizozo. They Chamber of Commerce at a meeting N. M., on the 14th day of September,
Black
Phone
Phone Black
will be shipped to Fort Worth, Tex. held at Las Cruces elected the follow- 1911.
ing officers: R. E. McBride, presi
Claimant names as witnesses:
dent, in place of Nicolas Galles re
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
Sixty Days In Jail.
Jose Gallegos was sent to jail for signed; H. B. Holt, vice president in of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
sixty days at Albuquerque for stealing place of Mr. McBride; and Jose R. Glorieta, N. M and Candldo Rivera,
a suit case and blanket from the San Lucero a director in place of Mr. Holt. of Santa Fe, N. M.
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ta Fe waiting room at Albuquerque.
of
hundreds
ten months. They have
Chlckering Bros.
Death of Pioneer.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Register.
satisfied customers In New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
George Daum, aged 85 years, father
Balm.
Heart
$20,000
and Arizona.
Learnard-LindemanCo.
If you want anythlne on earth try
Miss Laura Fawcett, an Illinois in law of M. M. Padgitt, publisher of
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
school teacher, has sued Frank Keel, the Las Vegas Optic, died in the Mead- a Want ad in tne New Mexican
Schiller.
and
to them regarding pianos, prices
a wealthy ranchman of Meeker, Colo- ow City. He was a native of DarmVictor
terms will prove to prospective plane
rado, for $20,000 damages for breach stadt, Hessen, Germany, and came to
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- tne United States in 1848. He was
HACK
of promise.
Milton and the World Famous Ceelllan deman Co. will meet every customer
married at Portsmouth, Ohio, in 1852.
In
half
more
than
way
making
AND
Interior Player- Pianos, and many
Besides his 79 year old wife two
Pardoned Two Hundred.
Prom
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
L. Blease, a Dem daughters survive.
Cole
Governor
TAOS
RATON
BARRANCA
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one ocrat, of South Carolina, in a letter
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
YANKEE
Deaths
Las
at
Three
more
Vegas.
has
he
that
Both
South
North
pardoned
Meets
brags
Las
The
last
CERRILLOS
evening
Optic
Vegas
of
out
the
200
penitenthan
persons
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
Bounds Trains.
reported three deaths. One year old
tiary.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Francisco Fadilla, son of Pedro Pa- - Leaves Barranca on tne arrival t
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
dilla. Juan B. Guerin, who was a
bound tral rad arrives at
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Degenerate Kills Bride.
north
the
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Mrs. A. J. Grant, a bride, was killed census enumerator last year, and who Taos at 7 p. m.
ONTKZTJMA AVENUE
children.
wife
a
several
and
leaves
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
a
but
a
married
man,
Emil
Hoist,
by
Ton miles shorter than any otaar
62 years.
85
rejected suitor of Mrs. Grant who was Mrs. Victor Lucero, aged survives
Telephone
way. Good covered hack and food
Telephone 85
before
Miss Irene Eads
marriage. A son, Desiderlo Gonzales,
teams.
Hoist killed himself. The crime oc- her.
nalxi.gr
curred at Los Angeles.
aa.frz Comfbrt'hl.
Couldn't Get Along With Affinity.
a
D.
Mrs.
Because
Walter
Lebrenz,
Two Years for Race Faking.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Because they swindled people at beautiful bride of eight months at
horse races, Albert Morgan and P. L. Philadelphia, could not get along with
she
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
Perry, prominent sports, were sen- her husband's platonic affinity, Mrs.
H. KERR
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
CAT
tenced to two years in the peniten- has brought suit for divorce.
of building material
mine run coal
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
was
Hall
Belle
Sarah
Lebrenz
Miss
tiary at Colorado Springs.
one of the prettiest and most promi Phone us, we will be glad to 'call for
Alfalfa Ranches in fheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
nent society leaders of the younger your laundry on Mondays and Tues
Fired Buckshot Into Church.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqne at a Barf ain.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
days and deliver ra Thursdays and
An unknown fired a load of buck set in the City of Brotherly Love.
church
of
a
Fridays.
window
shot through the
Modern Residences for Rent.
NOTICE.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
at Alexandria, Louisiana, killing Jos
are mended and buttons sewed on
eph Stiley, a farmer, fatally injuring
his wife and slightly wounding his Department of Territorial Engineer. your shirts without extra charge.
103
Number of Application 518.
mother.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20th, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that on the
Took in Washing.
Mrs. Clementina Shoat' filed suit fot 31st day of March, 1911, in acordance
divorce at Albuquerque against Will with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
iam Shoat because he compelled her 1907, L. A. Hughes of Santa Fe, Counto take in washing and as a reward ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New MexLa Salle Restaurant
for her industry pounded her fre ico, made an application to the TerNew
of
Mexico
ritorial Engineer
for
quently.
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
a permit to appropriate from the pub
PEACH
FOR STANDARD
Telephone 11.
lie
of
of
New
waters
the
Territory
Like
Foolish
the
Virgins.
AND PEAR BOXES
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
M. E. Nlederkorn who rode on a Mexico.
Such appropriation 1b to be made
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
bicycle that had no light after dusk,
Regular Meals 25 Cents
was fined at Roswell, a was J. F. from San Leonardo Canon at a point
Short Order at all Hours
Horses.
Patterson for the same offense. Fran identical with intake of old Truchas
FRANK
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6X0 '
cisco Gonzales was fined $5 and costs ditch located about half way between
the plaza of Las Trampas and head franca Noodle Order 2c. a dish
for being drunk. .
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
Whca in Need of Anyllitof
of Leonardo Canon being same ditch
New York Chop Swoy SOo.
in tbe LIVERY LINE,
for
abandoned by Truchas people
Jealousy Causes Murder.
Drivers Furnisiiel
Eugene Walsh, aged 20 years, furi new ditch on Rio Quemado, by means
ous with jealousy, quarrelled with his cf diversion and 10 cu. ft. per sec.
sweetheart's brother Albert Butler, at Is to be conveyed to lands on Montes
St. Louis, and was killed through the Vigil Grant, by means of ditches, etc.,
Don Caspar Ave.
discharge of a revolver in the hands and there used for irrigation of 1,000
acres, power and domestic purposes.
of young Butler.
Successor to B. P. Williams
The Territorial Eriflneer will take
For Best Laundry Work
I have purchased the entire st ock of horses and equipment formerly
this application un for consideration
Cutting Affray at Roswell.
Owned by B. P. Williams and w ill continue to operate it as a FIRST
Pearl Lancaster was arrested at on tlie 20t'n of October.' 1911, and all
be ready at all times of day or night
2 CLASS LIVERY where we will
Roswell on the charge of assault vi'h persons who mav opnose the granting BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
m to furnish you with any kind of
a rig you may want. I will endeavor
a deadly weapon on Luberta Profit, of the above application must file
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
si'ftsMiated with
their objections
3j to give prompt and efficient ser vice and trust to merit your patronage.
in a quarrel over alleged slanderous
For Mr? at popular prioos
Hgf ios and saMla heroes.
Territorial
cfP
wtth
tti?
davits
Engincirculated
Luberta.
remarks
by
HACK
UNE
beon
TBEOPOXE CmiCI, Prtj.
or
ICCUICrS
.with
eer
ard copy
applicant
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
that
date.
fore
With
Women.
Drank
Other
112.
Prom
Mask
O.
Mrs.
2
F.
Brown, Agent. ,
Santa Fe, N . M
Phone 139 Red
CHARLES D. MILLER,
Because he drank with other wom
Territorial Engineer. Phone Red No. 23.
en and hugged them at such times,
Phone, led No. 23

J

GROCERY

Efi

GOOD EATING!

Oilthevery bestand Sardines,

Imported

Hardware Co.

French Peas and Antipasto

Six Bis: Loaves for, 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON
RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

1--

9734-0765- 8,

1--

2

Why Import Mineral Water ?

grain

lnd

LEO HERSCH

45

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

n

LINE

WOOD'YS

Jesse-Frenc-

3oal

-

TO

?!

t

R.

J. CRICHTON

Ei;

Screened

rUIt JALLp
FOR

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
3uggies, Surries, Saddle

F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.

CALL

UP

1

J.sr-

-

.7:.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

i

I

look's Pharmacy
Phone
213
tp

1

'

2
)

',

SSWSWMSJWajBSsOMSSMMSMSSMSOao
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It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEYv Your
trade is what we want.
We offer you only tne HIOHEST CLASS OP OOODS whether It be aerleua
The quality we uphold. We use
needed DRUdS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
y
to
In
methods
careful
tbe aiost
your pleasure to make eyery deal a: aatislac-tercatering
s
?
:
one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIOHT. t
A CUSTOMER HERE, YOU 5 SHOULD DEL

IF YOU ;ARE
AAA

WITH US
FOT

4A

J

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Imperial Laundry

;

if?

Palace

LIVERY STABLE

APPLE,

If

Lump

?sr$5.oo

W.

1'

Wood

4cnto 2i)c

FARE

LUMBER & COAL YARD

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

WATER CO.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

'

'.:vf

if

ao4.ia..iia.a

:
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TIME TABLE ALL

WHEN

LOCAL TRAINS

A Woman

The following are tie time tables
of the local railroads:

HER

Ambition

All

HUNDRED YEARS

Her Energy and

An Old Town.

Slipping Away.

OLD

TO-DA-
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the unveilling of a monument to John ly fixed the boundary line along the
49th parallel only so far west as the
Jacob Astor.

BACK ACHES.

Finds

FE, N.

SA3TTA

Astoria was settled in is 11 by an
expedition financed by John Jacob
The expediAstor of New York.
tion, unlike the expeditions sent into
the far West and Northwest by tne
two great English fur trading companies, the Northwest Company and
the Hudson's Bay Company, had as its

Y

imtttm

Rocky Mountains.
Again the United States brought
forth its argument that Astor's
intended, prior to 1821, to
colonize the entire Columbia
River
watershed, and this argument, supported by discovery of the Columbia
in 1792 by Captain Gray and exploration by Lewis and Clark in 1805, secured the acknowledgement
of sovereignty to practically all the territory drained by the Columbia, save
a considerable area in the Okanogan
country.
The United States did not yield up
the Fraser River watershed and the
greater part of the Okanogan country
gracefully.
Polk, with many othei
eminent Americans: was convinced
that our title was perfect as far nortn
as 54 deg. 40 min., and he and the
Democratic party matje their campaign in 1844 on the famous slogan
or fight." The steps
taken in line with this policy by Congress all but involveu us in war with
Great Britain, who flatly refused to
consider any proposal for a boundary
further north aan the 49th parallel.
The backdown of Congress, whicn was
followed within a few weeks by the
convention with England establishing
that parallel as the permanent boundary, was termed "a disgraceful sur-

Gave Up Hope

Santa Fe women know how the
"I suffered five years, with awful pains, due to
"A. T. & S. F. By."
aches and pains that come when the!
Leave
writes Mrs M. D. McPherson, from Chad-bour- n,
troubles,"
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westache, hip pains, headaches, dizzy Astoria Isn't in Same Class
N. C. "They grew worse, till I would often faint
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
I could not walk at all, and I had an awful
With Santa Fe, Historihurting in ra
Returning arrive i.t Santa Fe 12:10 tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
; also a headache and a backache.
side
m.
p.
the stealthy approach of dropsy or
the
colonization
However
purpose
cally,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west- Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
I gavo up and
of the territory, not alone immedithought I would die, but my husband
bound.
are for the kidneys only. ' They atme to try Cardui, so, I began, and the first bottle
the mouth of the
surrounding
urged
ately
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 tack kidney diseases by striking at CELEBRATING ITS CENTENNIAL Columbia River, but all the territory
helped me. By the time the third bottle was used, I could
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a
p. m.
drained by the Columbia River and
all my work. All the people around here said I would
do
7:20 p. ra. consct with No. 7 and Santa Fe woman's words:
a
confusion
of
its tributaries. By
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, Col- Festivities That Will Continue
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound.
die, but Cardui relieved me."
geographical facts, the Columbia and
Returning arr?v at Sanji Fe 11:19 lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex.," says:
were
to
River
Fraser
the
presumed
One Month Open To day in
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kidp. m.
be identical, hence the equally erronAncient Town,
ney Pills and I was cured of a bad
eous supposition that the Columbia
At
that
'
attack of kidney complaint.
R. 6, Ry.
D,
drained the entire country from the
lotime a statement appeared in the
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
(By Special Leased Wire to Ifew Mexican) California line north to a point 40
of
experience
my'
xn.
cal
10.
Presipapers, telling
from north.
Astoria, Oregon, Aug.
Arrive 3:05 p.
north of the 5nh parallel
and I now take pleasure in confirm- dent Taft pressed an electric key in degrees
and east to the sumlatitude
north
In
their
a
which sounded
For more than 50 years, Cardui has been relieving
ing all that was then said
New Mexico Central Ry.
Washington
today
of
mit
the
(Rocky) Mountains
Stony
I had pains In my back that gong in the stadium in this city an- In
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The swinging open of the gates of
a replica of old Fort Astoria -- y Governor West was the signal to the
waiting throngs that the centennial
This event was
was inaugurated.
preceded by a civic and military parade which, headed by hte Centennial band, started from Government
TO
SANTA FE, N.
Square. Following the band were
1.000 "jackies" from tne torpedo fleet
and battery "A" of the Oregon Na
tional Guard, who acted as a guard
of honor for Governor West and his
staff. Next in line came the Astoria
21.10
ON
Centennial committee and prominent
visiting state and municipal officials
18.15 and the United Scandinavian Socie
ties and other civic and fraternal or
ganizations.
Arriving at the stockade around
Fort Astoria the procession came to
a halt and, after making a short adWe
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN dress, Dr. H. L. Henderson, president
I ftIV
ol the Centennial committee handed
MEXICO
CANADA
and
UNITED
LU IT
STATES,
odd
THE
to Governor West a big iron key with
PRIVILEGES.
which the governor opened the lock,
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
and the wide gates of the stockade
swung open. This was the signal to
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
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SANTA FE. N. M

New Mexico Military

Institute

'

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Banked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life.f Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pre.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pree.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIN LEY.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

ROSWELL AUJO CO., ROSWELL, N. M
Carrying tne V. 8. mall and
eengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Hotwell, N. M, connecting with the
EI Paso V Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
4k Santo Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roawell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roawell at 13:80 a. m arrive in Vaughn at 5:30 p..m.

To-pa- ke

V

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
aeh regular ticket, excess baggage
ar the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
slons. for eight or more passengers.
For further information; write the
Roswell Auto Co., Soswell, N. M.
r

J W. STOCKARD,

.

-

MANAGER

Banner."
The celebration will continue until
September 9. The Centennial com
mittee has arranged a long series of
events, coveting every day of the
centennial period, for the entertain
ment of visitors, including ; sporting
events on- land and water, artillery
dlsap.
practice by the huge
pearing guns at Forts Columbia, Can-b-y
and Stevens, land maneuvers and
sham battles by the national guard,
aeroplane flights on land and water,
maneuvering of the warships in the
harbor and numerous marine carnivals historical parades and pyrotech-nlca- l
displays.
,
'August 28 has been designated as
"Astor Day." Special exercises and a
floral parade on that day will precede

$1.00

odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice..

SENSATIONAL PRICES

Saturday, August

ON

Over 200 pairs of High:
Grade Oxfords. Value,
$4.00. Your choice..

$2.15

A ROUSING SALE

!

Consisting of this season's

Latest Styles :

A

SALE replete with genuine money- We are
saving opportunities.

putting our greatest efforts into
this salelikewise our greatest value.

BROKEN LOT SALE
.

Tan, Russian Calf,

Patent Leather,
Patent Calf, Vici Kid
and Gun Metal
LACE OR BUTTON.

EXTRA SPECIAL

THEY REPRESENT

-3

200 Pr. Ladies' Can-

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS

,

For particulars and illustrated
address:

1-

Saturday,

50 Pairs Ladies' Shoes,

tions.

season.

.'

wig-wa- g

Proceeding to the open air stadium
Governor West and his staff and in
vited guests were greeted by a chorus
of 1,500 voices singing
"America,
'ihis delightful feature concluded, the
Very Reverend Alexander Christie.
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Ore
gon City, returned thanks for the bles
sings that 'nave been bestowed on the
Oregon Country in the century since
the white man came. Following the
invocation. Governor West spoke at
length on a "Century of Astoria and
Oregon," dwelling on the accomplish
ments of the white man in the Oregon
country and reviewing the wonderful
transformation which has occurred
since Astor established his trading
posts in this wilderness one hundred
-'
years ago.
Governor West was followed by sev
eral other speakers. At the conclusion
of the speech-makinthe entire gath
ering, led by the great chorus, brought
the formal exercises of the day to
an end by singing "The Star Spangled

and Oxfords

have assembled all
the
styles and sizes and
X
reduced their prices to such
an extent that we are sure
to move them. Some have
COMMENCING
been reduced 25 per cent,
rate. Come
at
Aug. 5th, 1911, some
in and let us show, you what
we
have, and how much we
AND ENDS
can save you by buying
12th your shoes from us.

IWTEO
lmlL--

solitary soldier standing nearby,
and he began a series of
sig
nals to Fort Columbia and a roar
cannon
from the big
at that fort, was
followed by similar demonstrations
from the batteries at Fort Stevens
and Fort Canby. Simultaneously the
warships in the harbor took up the
firing and a salute of seventeen broad
sides from the fleet added to tne din
which shook the city to its founda-

Men's Shoes

most instances the best
sellers the most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us. They are just
as desirable, just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY ARE TO BE
SOLD AT ONCE, and in our determination to close
them out we neither look at their cost nor at their
value. They are marked to go at a price that will
make you long remember this sale in our value-givihistory.
We fit all shoes carefully and guarautee them
to give satisfaction.
iki

vas Oxfords in
white, gray, bVn
and tan colors.

Values to $3.00.
Your choice.

95

ng

.Wv

andSIiDoers

VVV

Reduction

20

h

ON OUR ENTIRE

Men s

STOCK

Women s

and

Children's

-

LOW, SHOES
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OXFORDS

THE

JOHN PFLUEGER SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.
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THE RAVAGES OF CONSUMPTION.
"
i r.
R. J. FALEN, President.
: J.B. READ, Cashier.
"Deaths from Tuberculosis", is the'.
'
isof
a
title
census bulletin
gruesome
L A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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terday and it tells of the frightful
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nia. In 1910, more people died in
Entered at Second Clasi Matt er at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
those five states than live today in
and of the deaths,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$2.50 New Mexico,
Daily, tiz month, by mail
or more than ten per cent were
25
Daily, per week, by carrier.'
1.00 due to tuberculosis, deaths that
Weekly, Bis months
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GENERAL AGENTS,
berculosis, one of every eight persons
-- V
The New Mexican ia the oldest new epaper in New Mexico. It is sent to in that state being doomed to die of
Pennsylvania, had . the
every postotfice In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation tuberculosis.
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
i lowest percentage, One of every twelve
amonx the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
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we know, and you will if you try it
Conceded the greatest kidney
water on earth.
Why not visit Fay wood Hot
Springs first, since you will eventually go there anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect

Melyltond s
LOANS

Climate. Booklet.
T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.

O.C.WATS0N&CO.
119 San Francisco St,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.
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fcuying, Imparted

Kansas City

Corn-Fe- d

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal and Lamb.

Exquisite Designs of

j

CO.

AKEBS-WAQNE-

GET ABOUT $40,000,000.

Financier to
Probated at Port Arthur,
Ttxae.

Will of

Home-Dresse-

Be

Weil-Know- n

SILVER

FILIGREE

X
'

Fish, Fruits and Vegetables

residence, according to lawyers hav
ing custody of the will. It is understood the bulk of the property will go
to "Charles" Gates his son. The for
tune is estimated at between $40,0u0,-00and $50,000,000. '

FLOUR

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

Bracelets.
Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains,
friends.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern
Reliable Jeweler

If you want the best

ft

Boss

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )

Paten

.

.

that

The SATIN E and SILK UNDERSKIRTS
the latest and nobbiest patterns

They are Moving Fast.

(

Open' May 15th for the Fishing Season
.

v

IT IS OUR LEADER sure
it is and why? Because
no better Flour can be

Best of Beds

Best of Pood
Cold Pure Spring Water
f a Week
No Invalids
AmfMora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
-

-
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'
pecoS
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Teicrraph Glorieta
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write rccos
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CAIBIAGE&CARPAI1NT1NG

bought or made
price.
We also

P. Steed & Son

High Grade

:

SIGN WRITING

AM CABINET MAKERS.

at any

PAUL P LACASSAQNE

(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
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Electric StovesJl
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

Santa Fe Abater and Light Company
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Drugs.
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Electric Toasters
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Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
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GOOD QUAL-

interests of those that are
sick, but act in the support of raising the stand-

have " Diamond Flour," a the bullish nature of the government
crop report, .wheat prices today made
Colorado Millin; that is a
big upward Jump. Opening firres

Vegetables

DOrf.

'

to

X

1

,

IS YOUR PLACE FOR SALE?

we might lead you to realize that by having your
prescriptions filled here
you oot only advance the

ump Because of
Unfavorable Government
Crop Reporte.
'

X X

S

K

A J

Customer for

.

tell

ITIES OF OUR DRUGS,

XXXUXU

We have a

through purv

In? of the

.

.

6AILY RECEIPTS OF

MADE TO ORDER

SION PAWTtfiG NEATLY

THAT

Prices Jake Upward

First Class Work Guaranteed
FURNITURE

IIISH

FLURRY OF BULLISH
.
NATURE in WHEAT PIT.

the

X X

3S

Initiative.

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

PROPRIETOR.

(By Special Leased Wlr to New Mexican)
Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 10. It
has been definitely decided that the
question of local option will be submitted to the voters of Oklahoma this
fall.: Oklahoma is now under state
wide prohibition, opponents to which
urge local option as a substitute. Lo
cal option was defeated at the general election last fall, bat under the
initiative will be submitted again.

a leader in its class.

CAIPENTEIS

WM. D. ARRIGM

Local Option is to Be Submitted Again
Under Beautiful Workings of the
-

at the Window

Look

K

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

HAVE ANPROHIBITIONISTS
OTHER FIGHT ON HAND.

conies to Santa Fe then
you buy our r

H . C. YONTZ. j" St0

FURNITURE CO.

R

Poultry, Fresh'

d

0

GOLD
'

China.

Hand-painte- d

"CHARLIE" GATES WILL

SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Aug. 10. The will of
AND EXTRACTS-- !
John W. Gates, who died yesterday in BAKING POWDER
Paris, will be probated .in Port Arthur,
Texas, where the financier made his Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.

.

work entrusted to our care handled personally and with a view to please.
EIVEH A new lot of beautiful CH1F-JUKtltlVCU FONEERS and DRESSER5.

AH

CBj-

.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

LOOK THEM OVER.

a firm undertone
to the list with especial strength in
XJ. S. steel, the Hill stocks, Reading,
Lehigh Valley, St. j?aul, Southern Pacific, Canadian Pacific and Amalgamated Copper.
0j

Of

SPRINGS

HOT

cover- -

CO.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

adhere
policy first established
by us of

not reassuring.
Bonds were heavy.
Market Rallies.

inforce your energies at

&

M

,

re-

N. TOWNSEND

prices are

ion

but the best the mar- -

PROSPERITY

FUTURE
"OF YOUR
BUSINESS

36"

These

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

.

The place where satis- faction is absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing

1

S

and most desirable designs.

All widths

Parlor Market W.
and Grocery

Large Stock of Leather Belts.
SELIGMAN

From 5c. to 30c. Per Yard

.

AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
oil office.
Po-- ;
Chief Justice William H. Pope of Unfavorable Crop Conditions and
i
litical Uncertainty Are Disturb- Roswell, finds he is unable to come
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
- J- ing Busine-- s.
to Santa Fe until August 15, for the.
"the
territorial
of
supreme
opening
(Bv Special Leased Wire to Tew Mexican)
court session.
New. YoTk, Aug. 10. The unfavoraMiss Clara T. MacChesney of New
was one of the many
York, an artist is here to visit Mrs. ble crop report
in explanation of
Trask, also a New York artist They reasons advanced
will spend several days In Santa Fe the market's weakness. In the first
hour, offerings exceeded 400,000
and then go to the Grand Canon.
Rev. F. W. Pratt, who officiated shares, an average of 2,000,000 for the
here during June and July passed session. Trade fell off slightly rn. the
to valthrough Albuquerque night before last second hour, but at further cost
on the way from Carlsbad to Los An- ues, the list crumbling all around.
The ease with which Btandard
geles, where he will make a brief visit.
Thomas Tipton, Leo Tipton, William stocks fell was accepted es sure proof
Tipton and Dr. W. R. Tipton left this of a continuance of a liquidating move
morning for a fishing trip on the Rio ment
One point rallies were registered at
midday by the Union Pacific, St. Paul
w
"
Atchison, Reading and Canadian Pac- ific, but the tone of the market wasg-flUtO OUT Old
.
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2 30
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Lv.. Den Moines, N. H...Ar
Huraaldo
bedmau

g Preston. ......
Koehler Junction.
.Koehler..

3 35
4
4

5
5
5
6
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M
45
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Lv

.4
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Oerrososo....
Cimarron
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Harlan

Lv

Olinarron

Ar

....

7 45

am

Ute Park, N. M...Lv

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

pm

pm

tOonnects at Oolfas with E. P. A 9. W. Ry. train both Northland South.
Wmiteu N. M. meets srain9 at Preston N.lM.Z
N. M., at 9;0O 4. m, dally except
Stage leaves Ute Parle. N, M.. for Ullznbethtown,
uu one way S3.50 round trip ; Hf ty pound baggage carried f rw.
fe
Kare
andays.
0. .4 9. train leuvo Dos Mclnes. N. M- for the south at 11 ;11 p. in. arrives from It he
tb at 4;38 a. m

vn

Women suffering from any form of illness are invited
to promptly communicate with Mrs.' Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened, read and answered
by women. A woman can freely talk of her private
illness to a woman ; thus has been established this confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and the women of America
which has never been broken. Never has she published
a testimonial or used a letter without the written consent
of the writer, and' never has the company allowed these
confidential letters to get out of their possession, as the
hundreds of thousands of them in their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw from, it is more than possible that she
has gained the very knowledge needed in your case.
She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or
poor, should be glad to take advantage of this generous
offer of assistance. Address Mrs. Pinkham, care of Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn.Mass

Great
enthusiasm prevails about the head
quarters of the State Fair Association
in Albuquerque, because of the suc
cessful culmination of negotiations
for
which have been under way
months looking toward the signing ot
some of the aviators of international
repute for a series of flights at the
New Mexico State Fair, to be held in
Albuquerque October 9 to 1. The
cause of the enthusiasm is that the association, through the medium of a
member of the advisory board now in
Albuquerque,

n,

,
Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
frit.n i All correspondence
sacredlv
strictly nrivate
.
.
., .and
i
t
m. wS.Ua...
nuuuu, t.car -miui wunoui
vunuucauui.
iee to vvoriu s n.
Liispeusory men
ical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
If you want book that tells all about woman's diseases, and bow to care
them at home, send 21 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
illustrated
only, and he will send you a free copy of his great thousand-pag- e
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in paper covers.
31
In handsome
stamps.
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9 82
8 55

llOolfax

68
76
82
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30

10 15
9 49

9 05
8 20
8 02

MEET

and Amusement Attractions
as in Former Years-

155
1

intlam-matio-

Baseball, Horse Racing Carnival

2 25

Lv
Raton, X. M
Ar
Ratou, N.M
..Lv
I.. .Olltton House N M,

Ar

AVIATION

8 15
3 06
2 45

Thompscu
(iimnlngtiara
illlfton House N.M

Dr. Pleree'a Favorite Prescription makes
weak women strong ana tick women
well, and Uvea them freedom from pain.
It establishes regularity, subdues
heals ulceration and cures e
male weakness.

j

4 00
8 50
3 30

Unpulln
Vigil

45
66

3 07
3 45

20

12

2

Of the pain which many women experience with every
month it makes the gentleness and kindness always associated with' womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general no woman rebels against what she regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
not gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.

Glenn Curtis, King of Aero
plane Artists, Will Be at
Albuquerque

(Read Up)

1910.
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7 40
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When You Think

HT STATE FAIR

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Rend Down)

HIGH FLYING

Company.

Railway

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10,

cloth-bindin- g,

N. M., Aug. 10.

BASE BALL

MINES AND MINING

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
National

League.
Won.
61
59

Pittsburg
Chicago
New York

...58
56

Pihladelphia

Colfax County.

Lost Pet

Twenty teams and men have begun
38 . .610
37
.613 building five long switch tracks for
40
.593 the new Rocky Mountain coal mine
.566 in Sugarite Canon below Lake Alice
43
Houses will be built for
44
.560 near Raton.
.464 the employes of the mine and by No52
.386 vember the largest coal mining camp
.62
.218 of Colfax county will be in full oper79

56
the east, has been successful in caus- St. Louis
P.
VAN HOUTEN,
:
WILLIAMS,
0 DEDMAN,
45
ing Glenn H. Curtiss, king of the Cincinnati
G. P. A tent.
G.
&
P.
V.
M.,
fluperlntend.nt,
38
American aeroplane artists, to affix Brooklyn
his signature to a contract, guaran- Boston
;..22
ation. The two entries, one on the
teeing one or more flights, at least five
north and the other on the soutn side
hundred feet into the air, on Wednes
American League.
of the canon, will be worked simultan
week.
of
fair
and
Friday
day, Thursday
Won. Lost. Pet
ASK FOR TICKETS
eously. The veins are from five to
Cnrtiss' wonderful daring and skill Philadelphia
.657
35
67
five and a half feet in thickness. The
be
to
highly praised Detroit
has caused him
.635
38
66
YOUR
new camp is only six miles from
by rival aviators. His nerve and abil- Boston ...
.514
54
51
in making death defying flights, New York
ity
..53 51 .510
have Lydia E. are the best assets an aviator could Cleveland
womaiTought
Anyway
53
53
.500
that
Mr. Curtiss has agreed
.1
also. have.
.490 Hay Fever. Asthma and Summer Colds
52
50
is
Book."
..
Chicago
Pinkham's 80-pa- ge
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
he will either come to Albuquerque Wsahington
63
.391 Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
41
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, These
his
Fill in the following coupon with your name and address personally or send one or more of Lin72
31
.301 Honey and Tar Compound will do it
Louis
St.
most capable aviators men like
E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram St., Chi
Medicine
Pinkham
Co.,
E.
Lynn, coln Beachey, who recently made a
and mail it to the Lydia
1 have peen greauy
cago, writes:
Western League.
Mass., and you will get this valuable book at once, free.
wonderful flight over Niagara Falls;
the hot summer
troubled
during
Won.
Lost.
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EAST
THE
or James J. Ward, C. C. Winter, Hugh
months
Fever and find that
with
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all of whom are known Denver...
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copy
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plain wrapper,
who suffer similarly will be glad to
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fr.ee of known and unknown perils. St. Joseph
,...56 50 .528 benefit by Mr.
Book
Stewart's experience,
Text
Private
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Pinkham's
Upon
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52
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The price to be paid the Curtiss peo Omaha
For sale by all druggists.
is
Sioux
.486
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the
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for
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flights
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63
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a fancy one even fancier than the Topeka
ROUTE
Notice for Publication.
32
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74
average person will imagine. Howev Des Moines
there
believes
that
association
er
the
To- Department of the Interior,
is nothing too good for the people of
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
New Mexico, who for the most psn
July 10, 1911.
have never witnessed successful as
National League.
Notice is hereby given that Pedro
Far rates and full information address
cents into, the higher altitudes. The
New York at Washington.
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
aviation meet is to be one of the big
Boston at Philadelphia.
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
EUGENE FOX,
features at the state fair,, although it
for lots 1 and 2, and S 2
Pao Texas.
is not relied upon alone to draw the
YESTERDAY'S
GAME.
NE
section 2, township 15 N,
crowds. There will be baseball, horse
are connected with faults and shear
BIG NIZINA COPPER
and many other
range 10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has
racing, carnivals
National League.
DISTRICT IN ALASKA. zones, many of which, though diffi amusement attractions, all of which
been filed notice of intention to make
6.
7;
for
Pittsburg,
Philadelphia,
cult to recognize, give opportunity
final five year proof, to establish claim
devotees. Single fare rates
have
many
3.
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Cincinnati, 5; Boston,
of copper-bearinto the land above described, before
round trip have been granted
Report on Its Mineral Resources by the circulation
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'
St. Louis, 4; Brooklyn, 3.
ters and the deposition of their cop- on all railrbads in New Mexico for
the United States Geological
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
New
I
York
5.
on16;
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a
Chicago,
Bonanza
mine
is
large the fair.
per. The
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of
Survey Made Public Today.
deposit of chalcocite located in such a
August, 1911.
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zone. This shear zone has not An Ordinance
American Association.
Claimant names as witness: NicoRegulating the Liquor.
The United States Geological Sur- shear
Detroit, 8; New York, 3.
1
1
; vey has just issued a bulletin on "The given rise to any important displaceTraffic.
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe
and
side
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rocks
either
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ment
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Philadelphia, 9; Chicago,
Be It Ordained by the City Council of
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito,
geology and mineral resources of the was traced
for a disCleveland, 8; Boston, 5.
the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico
Ni- ina district,. Alaska," by D'red h.
N. M.
more than a mile from the
Washington, 5; St. .Louis, 4."
Section 1. That all licensed saloons
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Moffitt and S. R. Capps, of the United tance of
clos
be
mine.
Bonanza
shall
in the City of Santa Fe,
States Geological Survey. The report
Register.
The Rio Grande protects one
Down
Gold Washed
and
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ed each day of the week at the hour
Western League.
describes the region in which the
remain
shall
m.
a.
and
2
1
0.
o'clock
Des
St.
the
mine
Moines,
and
Notice for Publication.
Joseph,
Bonanza copper
for fishing
fare for round
5 o'clock a. m. ot tne
Pueblo 7; Denver 5.
Not coal land.
old placers of Dan and Cnititu creeks
The gold placer deposits of Chititu closed until
first
on
the
exceDt
dav.
that
Lincoln 4; Topeka 2.
are situated. The report contains a and Datt creeks are shown to be de- snmt.
Department of the Interior,
parties consisting of three or
called
dav of tne week, commonly
Omaha 5; Sioux City 2.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
topographic map of the Nizina dis rived from small quartz veins in the
Fe to
more people from
shall be closed at 12
July 29, 1911.
Kennicott shales and are considered to Sunday, they
trictthe Nizina special map based
on Saturday nights
American Association.
Notice is hereby given that Seferino
on surveys made in 1908 by "D. C. be connected in origin with tne numer- o'clock midnight
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the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
o'clock
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until
closed
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Milwaukee 0; St. Paul
and remain
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who cn July
Witherspoon and R. M. La Follette. ous quartz porphyry dikes that cut m on
Monday mornings, of each and
Indianapolis 2; Columbus 6.
AND NEW
IN COLORADO
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
This map portrays an area of about the shales. On both Chititu and Dan
week during the entire year
Kansas City 6; Minneapolis
SE
for lot 3, SE
of every
300 square miles on a scale of 1:62500, creeks the richest accumulationand on the first day of the week, com
Louisville 2; Toledo 4.
MEXICO.
W 2 SE
of section 23, township 15
or about one mile to the inch, with gold in the stream gravels is due to a
the
between
called
Sunday,
N, range 11 E, N. M.' P. meridian, has
a contour interval of 50 feet, and was reconcentration of gold from the high monly
hours of midnight on Saturday night
College League.
filed notice of intention to make final
used as a base for Mof fitt's and Capps' bench gravels. There has been only and 5 a. m. on Monday morning, all
Los Angeles 1; San Francisco
fire-yeproof, to establish claim to
geologic work in the following sum- slight attempt to develop gold lode de curtains, shades, screens and other ob
Sacramento 4; Vernon 2.
the land above described, before reg
For Further Information Call on or Address,
mer.
posits and up to the present time the structions shall be raised, lowered,
Oakland
3, Portland 1.
ister or receiver, U. S. Land Office at
The geology of the Nizina district efforts of prospectors in this direction opened or otnerwise so disposed of in
Santa Fe, N. M.,. on tne 14th day of
was first described by Rolin, who vis- have not met much success.
e
Southern League.
every saloon in the City of Santa
The report on tne Nizina district is as to afford an unobstructed view
ited the region in 1899, and later by
rV;New Orleans 1; Memphis 0. (Game September, 1911.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Schrader and Spencer, of the United Bulletin 448, and may he obtained by through all windows, and glass doors called end fifth, rain.
L. Martinez, DoJose
Gonzales,
States Geological Survey, who made a request from the Director, Geological of such saloon into the interior there4.
4; Chattanooga
Montgomery
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
reconnaissance survey in 1900. This Survey, Washington, D. C.
of and especially into the bar room and (Called In eighth; rain.)
all of Pecos, N. M.
in
a
established
earlier work
general
other place or places in said saloon
Birmingham 4; Atlanta 0.
MANUED R. OTERO,
;AV.
Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay.
way the stratigraphic succession and
where liquor is or may be drunk.
Register.
Of
laid the foundation for the later more
Texas
Kidney trouble and the ills it breeds
the
made
2.
Sec.
That it is
duty
League.
means lost time and lost pay to many all the owners of or any person or
detailed surveys.
Dallas 5; Waco 0.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Four important geologic formations a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Lit persons employed in any saloon in the
Oklahoma City 6; Fort Worth 5.
a the New Mexicaa mating
Houston 5; Austin 8.
are represented on. the map.
They tle Penna St., Streator, ill., was so City of Santa Fe, to forbid any and all
Cede of Civil Procedure ef the
San Antonio 12; Galveston 6.
are beginning with the oldest, the bad from kidney and bladder trouble minors from entering and frequenting
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
Nikolai greenstone, the Chitistone that he could not work, but he says the saloon or saloons, owned or con
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c Missouri
Many a Suffering Woman.
shale, and "I took Foley Kidney Pills for only trolled by the said owners; and the
ANNUAL HOLIDAY limestone, -- e McCarthy
the Kennicott formation. Tne Chiti- a short time and got entirely well said owners or employes shall notify Drags herself painfully through- - her Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
stone limestone and McCarthy shale and was soon able to go back to work, the city marshall who have been for dally tasks, suffering from back ache, Pleadings, 16; the two for $10.'
are of Upper Triasslc age and are and am feeling well and healthier than bidden to enter such saloon or saloons; nervousness, loss of appetite and poor Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
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When James Schofleld, farmer and
dairyman, drove home from Denton's
Corners that night, he was unquestionably drunk. Hilarious and musical when he left his companions at
the Tillage tavern, he became after
the first mile tearfully sentimental;
muttering much to himself about a
certain comrade of his boyhood days,
long since deceased.
During the third and last mile, his
hung and eager horse had plunged
recklessly over the muddy, uneven
road, and Mr. Schofleld, after extricating himself several times from among
the milk cans in the wagon, had be
came pugnacious and aggressive.
When he reached his door yard he
was fighting drunk.
With many curses and kicks he had
ushered his unlucky horse into its
stall; had cursed his wife for the door
held readily open for him; had ordered her to pull off his boots, and
had sworn with vigor and originality
at the supper which had been held
In readiness for five hours.
Finatfy, exasperated at finding no
available fighting material, he had
struck the little woman a cruelly savage blow felling her to the floor
and had answered her one piteous
moan with a comprehensive, though
somewhat incoherent, lecture on the
duties of a wife and her obligations
to love, honor and obey.
Then he stumbled into the side bedroom and flung himself down without
wasting any precious moments In disrobing. Five minutes later his heavy
breathing indicated his perfect oblivion of all matrimonial trials.
The girl (she was scarcely more)
raised her head.
There were no
tears, nor sobs, but there was a tiny
stream of blood trickling from a cruel
cut in her cheek and a little pool on
the floor where she had lain.
She raised herself wearily to her
feet, and staggering to a chair buried
her face in her apron and so sat,
thinking motionless and silent.
Presently she arose took the lamp
from the table, and stepping to the
looking glass by the window, examined her wounded face.
Three years before no sweeter,
daintier face no more bewltchlngly
gentle eyes no merrier dimples
around such a smiling mouth had
been reflected from any mirror in the
Even an hour before one
township.
would have had to search far for Its
equal the pathos of suffering, of untold anguish, had as yet but changed
the quality of fts prettiness.
At this Instant, however, she, herself, was startled at the reflection.
She had never seen that face before!
those hard, set, resentful eyes
those tightly compressed lips that
resolute mouth. She had never seen
these, although two or three times be:
fore she had looked upon a grievously
scarred face. But she remembered
now, almost with a little wonderment,
that she had already decided how she
should meet this next assault when It
came. She had dismissed, with a bitter
a
sneer the
laugh almost
thought of appealing to the law that
abortive, rusty engine of Justice and
correction, which fines a drunken
slugger and then sends him back to
his wife, to exact bitter reprisal for
her complaint.
No! her remedy was to be more
effective and lasting; bringing comfort and safety to herself and fair
punishment to the Brute.
Lighting a lantern she went to the
stable, hearing, as she expected, the
eager whinnying of the unfed horse.
She threw the welcome data into the
manger, speaking a few caressing
words as she rubbed a rough cloth
over the grateful animal's wet back.
Then climbing to the loft she threw
down a liberal supply of hay leaned
her cheek against his for a moment
and went back to the house, picking
up at the wood pile a heavy hatchet.
Cautiously entering the room where
th Brute lay in his drunken stupor,
he put on a dark, serviceable dress
her best collected a small quantity
of extra clothing and some little
trinkets, bringing them Into the kitchen, where she packed them Into a
rusty traveling bag.
Outside, a steady, drizzling
rain
was falling, and she thought of the
miles of muddy road before her.
Packing her shoes in the bag, she
pulled on a pair of rubber boots
knee-higand confidence-Inspiring- .
Then she smeared the hatchet with
blood from the pool on the floor, and
clipping off a few ends of her bright
brown hair she sprinkled them on the
tool. Next she rolled up her bloodstained apron Into a tight bundle, and
again taking the lantern went out and
threw the hatchet Into a thicket of
brush near by. The apron she stuffed
behind a beam in the woodhouse.
the kitchen she picked
np her bag, turned out the light, and
Once more, by the
then paused.
light of the lantern, she went Into the
bedroom, and after some little search
n
walemerged again with a
h

blood-staine-

Ibills.

Still she hesitated. For three yean,
wince the Brute had taken to drink-Ins- ,
she had tolled hard and had
earned in honest work fully one-haof what had come In but no money
had been given her.
She counted the money Into two
equal piles placed one of these back
In the wallet and taking the otner,
he stepped out into the night.
I
Wearied almost to exhaustion, she
climbed into the early mall train at
Bursbro, and In two hours she was In
Buffalo. Then on again, without a
break, to Cleveland. In two days she
had answered an advertisement and
secured employment as servant to a
'
'.,
suburban family,
i
It was late when the Brute awoke
and struggled to bis feet,: cursing bis
wife for not baring called htm. He
tumbled out Into the kitchen and
noted, wlthv rising rage, the disorder
lt

ot

that nighUbetorw

the;uicssuwlta- -

d

An exhaustive search for the body
of his wife revealed nothing. With
the sharper instinct of woman, she
had evaded detection as effectively as
the most experienced criminal could
have done.
So the Brute, In the seclusion of his
cell, sobered off. As his mind cleared
and his hot blood cooled, perhaps his
thoughts ran more on his wife's fate
than on his own Jeopardy. In his
dreams and in his waking moments,
he felt an
dread of
hearing of her fearing the worst.
He grew strangely apathetic about
himself, and when, a week before his
trial, word was brought to him that
he was a free man that his wife had
made known her existence and whereabouts, he walked from the jail without comment went to his farm and
picked up the thread of his life, alone
and soon unnoticed.
Over in Cleveland the suburban
themfamily were congratulating
selves on the cheerful, never-failin-g
Industry the quiet, thoughtful deftness of their servant. Often they wondered at the tincture of sadness which
seemed to overshadow her; and won
she
by their sympathetic kindness,
had told her story.
Then came sickness severe, but
not lasting and after that a letter
from Kitty, her bosom friend. With
what delight she tore it open! How
hungry she was for news from her old
friends and neighbors perhaps also,
she was hungry for news of him.
One paragraph of the letter read:
"He (you know who I mean) is back
on the farm, doing his own housework. He has sold the cows, so he
never comes to the village with milk,
and he keeps out of sight when anyone goes along the road, so you see,
Molly dear, I can't tell you much of
anything about him and you dont
care, 1 guess!"
Then as she read a big, pearly tear
drop rolled down the pretty cheek,
and splashed out the "don't care."
Presently came another letter from
as
Kitty,
plentifully embellished,
usual, with parentheses and quotation
marks, and with a paragraph which
brought more tears and a long period
of gazing at nothing.
"Bob (the goose still comes to see
me) says that he calls in to see Jim
(your Jim, I mean) whenever
he
passes the- farm, (you know they used
to be great chums before). He says
that Jim seems sad and talks very
little. But he works like a Trojan!
(whatever that Is) and he han't
drank anything since they took him to
g

.
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A week later the little wife alighted from the stage which journeyed
between Bursbro and Denton's Corners. Much to the driver's surprise,
she had Insisted upon getting off a
quarter of a mile before reaching
the Schofleld farm.
It was after dark, but she trudged
along the well known road, carrying
her bundle, while the stage disappeared In the gloom. When she came
In sight of the house, there was a
light in the kitchen, but around the
dooryard all was quiet and deserted.
She crept to the corner window and
peeped beneath the shade. She noted
the cheery fire in the
stove, and the tidiness of the room.
By the table sat the man her Jim
holding a big needle up before the
lamp; and the tears welled In her
eyes and a great sob choked her, as
she saw the big hand clumsily jabbing a thread at the eye.
Climbing softly onto the porch, she
lifted the latch and stood before him.
The. man stood up, amazed and doubting. He stretched out his arms
His eyes were filled with
unspeakable pleading with trembling,
expectant Joy.
e
"Molly! my
Molly! I knew
you'd come again, some day my

The Reason
I

j

By T. BLAIR EATON

"You needn't read any longer, Margaret," said Benson. "Somhow I'm not
in the mood for it."
The girl closed the book very softly
and turned slowly to look at the white
face on the couch.
"You are tired, Ned?" she asked.
"No," said he, with a wry smile,
"not tired, but querulous and rather
peevish, I'm afraid. I used to think,
at the first of it that I had some
pluck; but I'm rapidly being disillusioned. I haven't the nerve of a

chicken."
"Oh, haven't you, you splendid boy?"
she said. "I would like to know who
but you would have lain here as bravely and uncomplainingly and faced the
things you have the past year?"
"There are thousands of people who
would have done it much better than
I," said he gloomily. "The thing is
getting on my nerve. Good Lord, I

can't stand it!

I

can't!

I

.

v

How Manyl
Bow man men
To ruin dash on,
Because their wives
Must be in fashion!

can't!"

A TOtin

midden were

man anil

betrothed.
;
"Dearest one," said the young man.
I love thfM On
la
that if another should but cast lov- us glances at thee a fearsome thing
wouia aappen.
"What mlcht ft
wnttfc
tka
;

ni

ht

maiden.
"Even that I wonid Mil him tvm
believe me?"
"Nay," quoth the maiden.
"NayT But I nroMat tn M
tm
I swear, that It another should make
rove w uee nis lire should pay the
forfeit By yonder moon I swear!
Dost believe me nowT"
"Nay," quoth the maiden. .
,
"Now, what meanest thou? Why bo
llevest thou not that I would kill the

Potlatch.
In commemoration of a great victory achieved over the northern In
dians ninety years ago the Lummi Indians on the Lummi reservation, live
miles from Bellingham, gave a pot-latch to about one thousand persons
from this city, according to the Seat
tle
About a ton of
clams was baked in the open under
a huge bonfire, and an equal amount
of spring salmon, cooked Indian
style, on sticks stuck over the blaze,
was distributed. During the after
noon a dozen of the Lummis dressed
In historic costume dashed out ot the
woods on their ponies, and after a
mock attack upon the settlement qui
"
eted down to a game of
This
Is the ancient gambling game of the
Pacific coast Indians, and is played
with marked and unmarked pieces of
decorated bone, which are passed
from hand to hand, the object of the
game being to guess in which hand
the marked bone is held. Before the
potlatch was concluded, Washington,
"sla-boi.-

son of old Chief Washington, mounted
a stump and recited the epic narra"This Is Very Hard for You."
tive of the prowess ot the warriors of
tie the question, and from what Gor- his tribe. Each guest was presented
don said and the way he said It. I am upon his arrival with a silk ribbon
rather inclined to the opinion that it upon' which was printed, "Eyas Sum-ma("Have a good time").
won't do to have too many hopes."
The girl said nothing.
She wan
looking out the window at the first
hew 8ome Sermons Are Made.
green leaves on the trees and her eyes
A few days ago, under the shelter
were dim with tears. Benson, too. of the trees of a manse
garden, halt
was looking at the leaves. His face a score of ministers told each other
was stern and set and about his mouth "How
they made their sermons." It
were hard lines of stubborn determi- was an Illuminating time. The "fath
nation.
er" who led the conversation had
"And so." said he. auite as if their many good things to say. At the end
talk had not been broken by the little of thirty-si- x
years of ministry, on ac- period of silence. "I want tn iu
count of his eyesight, he said he hi
frank with you, Margaret Let's not not written fifty sermons. Every ser- nave any foolishness or any,quixotlo mon was
thought out, repeated to
business about this affair.
I wna "the mistress of the manse" on Sat
thrown from the horse and very apurday afternoon ana evening, and
parently I am in this fix for the rest after that wise critic had made her ob
of my life. Well and good! I was very servations and
suggestions, preached
very childish just now to cry out so without notes. Most of the preachagainst It What is done Is done and ers said they preached without a
cannot be helped now. But that MS. Some had brief, others more exneedn't necessarily upset the whole tensive notes. Every man had a high
universe."
Ideal. None felt that be had already
She looked at him questionlngly.
uttalned the excellence he desired.
She had never heard him talk like this British Congregationalism
before. His had always been a cheerful, hopeful nature, even after the bitBeing Merely Human.
ter accident had left him to spend
"Mamma, hasn't papa made enough
his tedious, endless day on the couch.
from business?"
"First," said he, "give me the ring, money to retirethat's
"Yes, dear;
why he doesn't
:
please."
The girl merely looked at him In un- retire."
belief.
"Give me the ring, Margaret,'' he reDrawing Distinctions,
peated sternly.
it hard to stem a currentf
Slowly she drew the diamond from
"That depends on whether you're
her finger and laid it in his out- trying to check a torrent or dock
a
stretched; hand. He put it in the mall fruit"
pocket of hia smoking coat and the
lines about his mouth grew more tense. KAftNINa Hit WAY THROUGH UPI
"Now," said he, "you are free. This
"Bow does it happen, Willie asked
matter of a woman tying herself to a the boy
teacher, "that you always
man
been
has
tried before! have ap much
crippled
money?"
work-exnonsense.
It is all
It doesnt
cept
"I earn It"
In theories and sentimental no"You earn It? Howr
tion. You are not to come here again
"By takin' medicine. Pa paid me W
not while things are as uncertain as eenta
for takin' a bottle of some kind
'
are
at
at
You
rate.
present,
any
they
of on
are to forget me forget me, do you nte a with a fishy taste, and ma gave
quarter for takin' a bottle of
understand?"
with iron in It, and I'm try-i-n'
something
The girl pressed her hand to her
to get grandma to give me a dollar
white cheeks. "Ted she said incred- for
takin' a
for
ulously, "what are you saying? What a month. Ifquinine pill every night
i cant got her to make
does aU this mean? Are you trying to the
test me? If you are, It Is most ill a bargain rm goln to let pa give me
oust a say for takta malt or
timed.

un

,

v

-

dastard rlllainr
"Because," quoth the maiden, "thou
wouldst not know aught about it"
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"Jou-ry-

on

know Terr well

I

would
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Fine

grazing,

in solid body,

l.Ofli)

ust south of tne

Arroyo Hondo, to rent. Covered with
grass, h. li. Prince, 113 Palace ave.
TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. Xew

Cleaned,

platens furnished. Ribbons and suppliesTypewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewntes guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 231.

change.

PROFESSIONAL

CURDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,
HOLT

&.

New Mezice

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys
Practice in Ue Distri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces,

New Mexico.

C. W, G. WAF.D

Territorial District Attorn

y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice

o

-

...

GEO. W. PRICHARD.
President.

"w-

C.

J. NEIS,
Secretary.

iu-pre-

HARRY D. MOULTON

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdi
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
er8 are always welcome.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe.

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent. G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

A Lummi

:'''

TO

acres,

In the District and
Courts.
Prompt and careful
of each
Wednesday
attention given to all business.
month. Visiting brotb
New Mexico
ers are lnviteu and Santa Fe,
welcome.
G. W. PRICHARD
CARL A BISHOP
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court
Secretary.
and give special atteiitvn to cases
before the Territorial Sunremn Cnnrt.
Off ce: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.

such women I thoroughly believe."
Again the silence. At last the girl
slowly arose. Her eyes were red and
her shoulders shook convulsively.
"If you wish it, of course," she said
and turned away.
Benson bit his Hps. His face was
gray and drawn. "Goodby," he said
shortly.
The girl was looking at him closely.
Suddenly she dropped on her knees
beside the couch and burying her face
on his shoulder wept without restraint.
"Ted," she cried In a choking voice,
"you were lying, lying. Tell me it is
so. Tell me that you were lying for
my sake. I can't bear it!"
She felt his hand on her shoulder.
Then she heard his voice, strangely
shaken.
"Yes, it was a He, Margaret, a
ghastly lie. I thought I was strong
enough to carry it through for your
sake. But I'm not. Here is the ring
Put it on again, dearie."

Mining and Land

Law.
New Mexico.

Taos,

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon"

Ch3s. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY Sl EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
and Fourth Thurs
111
ui vuuiid auu utsiura
tavuwi
Delgado's Lend
days,
Department
Hall. H. Foreman,
Land Grants and titles examlnarf.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan
Sec. Mrs. Dais;
cla, N. M.

Farmer.

H. L. ORTIZ,

Santa Fe Camp
M.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts In
'
cial meeting tUrd the Territory.
New Monro
Tuesday at Elks Santa Fe
Hall. Vlsting neigh
W. A.
meets second Tuesday each month, so

13514,

Manager Frank Chance.

incaslons, while he has received
bors welcome.
numerable smashes on shoulders, ribs
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
or legs. Chance wants to set out of
CHaS.
a.
RISING, Clerk.
the way, but can't. He stands flat-rooted, resting heavily on his pins
when batting, almost Imbedding them
Santa Fe Camp No.
In the ground, and he cannot
side6673. R. N. A. mee'ts
step or make his feet move In time
fourth Tuesday of
to save him. He can't even dodge a
each month; soBlow
ball, his feet move so
cial meeting third
and yet, once on bases, he
Tuesday at Elks'
Is a lightning runner.
Curtis Welch
Hall.
stood lightly set upon hia feet and
neighbors welcome
could swing away from the fastest
NETTIE VICKROY,
pitching if he desired. But he didn't
Or&cl
desire, and so agile, so snakelike was FLORENCE RISING,
be that he could seem to be grazed
Recorder.
by purest accident every time. He
even developed a way of glancing
the ball off his forearm, apparently
ddging, yet leaving the arm exposed
and letting the ball tick against
rebel-llousl-

PRQBERT

Mouatainair

it

Haskell Tells Funny Story.
Jack Haskell, the Western league
omplre. tells the following at toe expense of Wichita: "It was down there
a few weeks ago," said Jack, "when
things were looking shaky. , During
one game ot the Omaha series there
were only 23 people in the stand,
while the 'bleachers contained one
lone and lonesome fan. The humor of
the situation strucn me, and before
the game I found out the name of the
faithful one in the bleachers, which
was Johnson.
"Then, when It was time, I walked
over In front of the bleachers, and.
'Mr.
doffing my cap I announced:
Johnson, the batteries for this after
noon will be for Wichita, Jarnlgan
and Shaw, and for Omaha, etc."
"Thank you, Mr. Haskell,' replied
Johnson."

MOINTAINAIR, N. M.

Taos.

New MailCft

ROUND TRIP RATE,

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

College of Chicago.
Work ot All Kinds Solicited.

July 31st to August 12th.
Return limit. Sentemhr 9
1911. One and
fare
one-fif- th

from all other points in New
Mexico and El Paso, Texas.

,1

V

Phone Red 138.

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
x d. m
nppirp
WM .HniiDc i V
V.
I III.

WW,

WJB.

Genito-lrinar-

THE

M. D.,

SHERIDAN,
y

.Diseases.

WSERMAN&" NOOUCH'

TEST5. 5ALVAR5AN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given on
application.
State Nat. Bank BkJf, Albuquerque,

N. M

Civil or Criminal
Combined civil and Crucian

4.M

..

'

cents aU'cKnal tor a atngl '
docket, or 65 cents additional for
combination docket, they will be seat
by mall or prepaid expresa. Cash In
full must accompany
order. 8taU
olalnly whether English or Spanish
trtnted heading ia wanted.
For

46

Right In your busiest season when
you have the least time to snare von
are most likely to take diarrhoea and
lose several days' time, unless you
have Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and
take a dose on the first appearance
of the disease.
For sale by all deal
ers.

It
a

you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

earth try
1

I.'

,:

Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.

Dates of Sale.

Why Mackmen Want Flag.
hardly a State secret, but it la
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
a fact, that the Athletics are furiously
eageT to win the championship this
year In the American league, for they
believe that the Giants are probable
TO Hew Hanm
winners of the National league chamPrnvas eo
pionship, and they wish to play them paay feu prepared clrti and criminal
doeketa specially for tha naa nr
again for the world's championship.
.
ticea of the peace. They are especial
Contrary, but Judicious.
y rueo, mta printed headings, Is
"What, is Smarton'a standing on either Spanish or English, made of
this question?"
good record paper, strongly and dur"Where he can get in the running." ably bound, with leather
back and
'
covers and canvas aides, hall full
Pleasant for Father.
"It doesn't matter if you are poor," Index in front and the fees of Justice
aid the dear girl, "we can manage to ot the peace and constables printed
get along some way. After we are In full on the flrst page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books arc
married I can learn to cook."
"Suppose," suggested the prudent made np ia ctrU and criminal doeketa
young man, "that you leant the cook separate of OT pases each, or with
both civil and criminal bound ia ou
Ing stunt before we face the parson--the- n
your father will have the pleas- book, 80 pases civil and S20 pages
ure of supplying the raw material for criminal. To introduce them they art
tk experiment.'
offered at the foOowtng prices
;

It is

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon,
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary

--

August 2nd to 13th.

.:

Latds, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Money Loaned tor investors ';
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Businens Opportunities
throughout Tact county.
Bank References Furnished ' '

Chautauqua
Assembly

& COMPANY

Investments

Visiting

,

THE SOPHISTICATED MAIDEN.

FOR REXT Six roomed brick cot.
Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

tape.

mm?
'a,4aifei

She moved her chair closer to the
couch. Her face suddenly paled with
tenderness and pity. "Ted, hush!"
she said soothingly.
"You mustn't
talk like that. Think of your splendid
courage all these long, long months
since the accident. And every month
puts you so much nearer recovery."
His eyes were turned away. She
saw his fingers working nervously.
"That's the rub," he confessed.
"What is?" she asked quickly.
"The chance of getting better the
chance of ever being of any use In the
world again," said he. "Gordon told
me this morning very frankly that it
was a question whether or not I would
ever walk again. I wish he had told
me that in the first place. Instead of
carrying me along like this with
kindness of false hopes."
The girl's face grew paler. "He told
you then?" she asked.
"Yes. He said I had the right to
know. He was perfectly correct there,
too. Only, as I say, he should have
told me in the first place, if he had
any doubts about it."
"Why?" said she.
He moved uneasily. "Oh, for many
reasons," said he. "Things would
have been utterly different.
I could
have stood it better, I believe, if I had
known It then."
"But it isn't at all certain you are
going to be helpless permanently,"
she declared. "Gordon is simply telling you that to warn you in case the
worst happens and the worst is not
going to happen," she ended cheerfully.
"As to that we can only make surmises." said he. "Time alone will set--

J

Nil

FOR SALE or rent, three room tent
house, Frank Andrews.

y

'

Molly!"
She stepped close to him, and placing the bundle In his outstretched
arms, pulled aside the wrappings.
Be very careful!
"Careful, Jim!
My dear old Jim!"
And the wondering Jim looked
down, into a tiny little face saw two
little blue eyes looking curiously into
his felt a wee hand clutch his great
finger and saw his Molly's dimples
in the daintiest, sweetest, prettiest little counterpart while his Molly
wound her arms tenderly around them
both, and' her happy tears mingled
with roguish smiles at his clumsy
awkwardness at his transfigured
face as he slowly grasped the full,
ness of his great benediction.

WA

j

d

Ut-tl-

Fraternal Societies

,

Bursbro."

well-wor-

let.
She counted the contents onto the
table and stood, considering.
There
were $74 and- - some odd cents; ' the
result of a collection of monthly milk

unlight-e-

Then his eye fell upon the
red stain In the floor.
"Gone to those d d Watson's
again!" he growled viciously, as he remembered her refuge on previous similar occasions. "I'll teach her afore
night, cuss her!"
But before night, Mr. Schofleld was
. under
arrest, and in Bursbro jail, on
a charge of murdering his wife. Her
disappearance and his known abuse of
her led to quick suspicion, and a
search of the premises easily revealed
the
floor and apron, and
the damning hatchet. In time, the
grand jury sustained the charge and
he was held for trial at the next session to be held two or three months
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of home-mad- e
candies will be night it moderated to 58 degrees. Vis- - hall between 6 and 8 p. m. tomorrow STEEL TRUST STILL KEEPING
for sale at the Plaza Fete on Thurs- itors last evening, stated it was. 103 evening. The menu, which is a elecWOLF .FROM THE DOOR.
THE OAILY ROUND UP.
in the shade at Albuquerque
yester- table one, is printed on the first (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
day evening.
New York, Aug. 10. Announcement
FOR SALE A lot. of kindling. Very day afternoon, and 9G degrees at page. Adults 50 cents and children
SKSUfflJ
reasonable.
Apply Mrs. Dudrow, 228 There was a rtace of rain between 8 25 cents. All they can or care to eat was made today by the U. S. steel corand 9 p. m., but very few people "noFila street.
Drunks Are Expensive At El Paso poration that the unfilled tonnage on
X
X Agua
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 10.
Locusts in Grant County The sev- ticed it. Light showers fell over the yesterday, Manuel Herrera was fined the books of the company on Jtily 31,
X The weather for Xew Mexico X enteen
year locust or cicada is de- mountains and local showers are pre- $25 for being drunk; $25 for fighting was 3,584,085 egainst 3.3G1.078 tons
is generally fair except local X
crops on Whisky Creey and dicted for tonight and tomorrow in the and $100 for disturbing the peace, on the books on June 30.
stroying
X showers in north portlrfn to-- X
''
besides being compelled to pay the
other portions of Grant county. The northern section.
Steel Is Strong.
X
X night or Friday.
locusts clean up the bean crop, taking
Home Made Candies These cannot costs.
New York, Aug. 10. The firmness
roots.
leaves
and
be bought at all times, but'. 'this
pods,
of V. S. steel was better understood
Modern Woodmen Picnic The Mod- at the Plaza Fete you will find KANSAS CITY COUNTERFEITER
after midday when the company's
Miss A. Mugler has Just received ern Woodmen of America and the Roy- - Vening
CAUGHT AT DENVER.
your favorite variety and of the very
statement of unfilled tonnage for July
her first line of fall millinery.
.
al Neighbors will hold a picnic t rmay bst
was issued. This showed an Increase
Fruit Jars and Fruit Jar Rings at August 18, at Tesuque and a royal
Leased
New
Wire
to
Special
(By
Mexican)
Mr Zook Had Thri,ing Trip-To- hn
of 223,000 tons over June and a much,
Goebels.
10.
A
of
watch
Colo.,
Aug.
Denver,
time
is
anticipated.
good
N Zook tne well kown druggiSt '
Flower Booth All kinds of cut flowgain over May.
lafe
ended
three
crownweeks
be
will
the
The Dance That
yesterday larger
retUrned yesterday from the Vaughn
The atatemen- was beyond expecta- -'
ers, fragrant and beautiful, will be on ing feature of the Plaza Fete. Admis- - rancn on tne
when Secret Service Agent Rowland
.
Pec08
on
Jack
tions and the list as a whole was benesale at the Plaza Fete this evening. sion 50 cents. Begins at 9 p. m. Best
Collln.s bay steed and returned on a K. Goddard arrested Charles T. Duffy, fited.
He is an Elk John R. Ball of
Trading became dull on the reas
in
federal
he
the
lobby
of music and lots of enjoyment
building
Mm
waa
hllrrn whif.n
hv
,nnrl(lfi
was initiated Into the B. P. O.
Did You Ever Strike a bargain in rBident ot tne Pecos country who calld for nls mal1
Duffy is wanted covery which was only temporarily
E. last night.
second or cheap tools. No, hardly, prizeci tne anjmai at $100 (?) Mr. ln Kansas Cit? on a charge of count- - maintained, American smelting, amalgamated copper. New York Central
Cigars of Many Brands You will you could not exnect it. Read the Znnk's hnrne met with an acMAont put. ' eneiung.
and Chesapeake and Ohio being espe'
be sure to Jind your favorite brand of chaflge of advertisement of Wood-Davi- s
his
foot
on a sharp stone. Hence
ting
cially weak with another low record
cigars and cigarets at the Plaza Fete
Hardware Company.
TV.o little anl. POULTRY MEN PICNIC
th need of n hnrrn
all arounu.
this evening.
IN
THE
For Those Who Drink
MOUNTAINS.
mal made good speed over trails but
It is a Fact if you are Interested in fruit punch and lemonade will be in u ,g
gald wa8
lethargic af--,j ,
adverButt
read
Brothers'
Fete this ter striklne thfiextremeiy
BZ Specialised wire to .New 'Mexican) PERKINS CALLS DEMOCRATIC LIE
pure drugs
,,,
demand at the Plaza
rp,PVriir
Denver, uoio., Aug. 10. Wltn tne
tisement. A lot of truth in it
nr
lt
r,
evening" and the demand will be skill- ,k
tuc vii-- j
iuu& aiiu mi?!
scheduled business concluded, except ; (Continued From pag One.)
Ice Cream and Lemonade Last fully supplied.
J
Conner also returned with Mr. Zook. the
selection of the next convention
n
.1
TAfiA
a -- a
year at the Plaza Fete, the ice cream
t.
Cmsllnnv a4- I ae
a certain group of gentlemen made
and lemonade booths proved to be of smallpox exists in Las Vegas. The ed c. p. on
cut.
ear
left
and
rignt hIp
a contract with Mrs. O'Leary's cow
money makers and this year they will patient, native, is quarantined in his owner can have same by
indenting
to kick over the lamp that set Chicago
again be made very attractive.
home east of the railroad tracKs. ,the animal through the city marshal;
on fire."
'
Stand Pat for home industries. Have Las Vegas Optic.
i
and paying for this advertisement.
your planing mill work done at the
dance of the
.
Plaia Fete Dance-Th- e
...
Babe Dies Lurdes Romero, the 2- .
FOR RENT
house. See
Santa Fe Planing Mill.
Plaza Fete at Library Hall on Thurs- - yarsK)ld daugUter of Mr. and Mrs.
New Mexiwn Want Ad
John Pflueger, the shoe man.
Tea Garden It will be Oriental in day evening will be an enjoyable so-- Luiz Roaiero of Upper Canon Road
effect, restful and cnarming, and the cial event Admission 50 cents.
did VSterday. The funeral was held j i
tea served will be delicious.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. s. r. uray or thls afternoon from the cathedral. ' In- - j
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital Pecos, San Miguel county, a seven termnt was ln Rosari0 cemetery. Un- SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
City Dairy. Milk and cream always pound boy on August 8, 1911, in this dertakrs Mulligan and Rising were
.
on hand. Phone Black 188.
Miss
was
vari
formerly
grow only the best and
city. Mrs. Gray;
har of the arranCmts.
AI1 Varieties of
Candies A large Margaret Harrison. Mr. Gray left toeties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
Band Concert The Military Band
day for his home at Pecos.
selections
will discourse twenty-twheretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
Pretty Hot ' Yesterday It was 105 at the Plaza Fete ' this evening.
1
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Oklahoma City, yesterday, 104 at Music from early eve until late at
at
92.. Phone. .,92
.
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
Greeley, Colorado, 100 at Kansas City;
HZ at Tnniaaa,
Ticketw-Onl- y
Mwrau; si ai.
Get Ypup Excursion
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
auu
1
ar
i.
Dio,
i;oioraao
springs,
MARKET
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
one day more is eft to get that excurhas been above 90 for twelve days sion ticket to Albuquerque. The train
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.
in succession at Albuquerque thus far, leaves Santa Fe at 7 a. m.
Sunday,
wmle t oiiiu. re,
CHILE VERDE
and the tickets should be gurchased u
not yet reached the 90 mark thus far tow nso as not to overwork
City Agent
FROM CHIMAYO,
this year. It was 103 at Albuquerque
Harvey Lutz. The tickets may be purat Fisher's, at.Butt Bros., and
BeSl 111
'WOna.
at th fl If Tinnier Shnn
of
the kind that
lwniallv. ice cream
Bargains for Bargain Hunters The
will he found at the Plaza Fete this
store at the Plaza Fete this j
country,
delicious.
is
evening,
win oner a great, variety
evening
Dog Days The highest temperature of
bargains and will fill all kinds of
MARKET thus far recorded this year, 87 de demands.
of the first requisites of a modern home is an up- grees, was registered yesterday by
Dr. Massie an Automobilist
Dr. J.
the Weather Bureau, but during the' A. Massie is the third
rd
sanitary piumbing equipment To
92...Phone....92
to
physician
the domestic health and to keep
have an automobile. He has pur- chased a fine new Stoddard-Davtothe home thoroughly clean and
MILITARY BL EES ACADEMY.
.
T
..1
e nauuies
A.
W.
Dr.
Wilson,
20th.
New
eight
wholesome at all times, plumbmanagement.
Open September
with the skill expected of
surgeons.)
'ears president Lexington College, Ltxington, Mo.,. .fifteen years president it
ing fixtures affording absolute
f
million The other two physicians are Dr. J.
of Baylor College, Belton, Tex., has absolute lease. Over
and perfect sanitation are a
dollars invested. Finest equipment outside of West Point. Bun faculty..
They Want Jobs New Mexico and!
Send for catalogue, W. A.
Col. G. L. Byroade, U. S. A., Commandant.
prime
necessity.
also Santa Fe just now are in the
Wilson, A. M., Supt., Macon, Mo.
"Jjitasdawf plumbing fixtures
j limelight
in the telegraphic dispatch-- I
es sent from Washington to every, cor-inand our expert mechanics will
of the United States. Mayor Sel-- '
make your bathroom attractive
igman has found this out by the num-- :
and inviting.
of
ber
letters he is receiving to find
Let us give you an estimate. '
positions for easterners who believe
that they would like to come to the
FOR SALE BY
new state. Quite a number of people
of intelligence have discovered that
New Mexico is not in Old Mexico, j
Phone 12. SANTA FE, N. M.
CLARENDON GARDENS.
;
''
The Supper Man's one inexorable
need. It will be filled at the Library

variety

no.

Andrews "Cash" no.

4

GROCERY

BAKERY

.

MARKET

AND

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.
GROCERIES-Staplea-

nd

MEATS-Po- rk,

Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and

Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turnips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes, Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
n Corn.
Squash, Soup Bunches and Home-Gro- w
ed

-

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

'Y

Phone No. 4.
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Waitham Watches
liecaiise we l.cheve ihcm to be the
Our stock offers a wide
r?cc-m.-

hv'

-rd

nccinvc

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

ti

Waltham W atches

tome

sr.i la!;! watch with us. It will
nut uUigaie i'lyiiig and it
nay profit vou
e
much.
explain what constitutes
a
Time You Owned a Waltham."
wi!l show yon the exqui-t;tci- y
thin model Walihams of
tue Colonial
Series and will
name the Waltham movement
Lest suited to your require.
BCUtS.
V.'e

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler
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Carpets

and

Rugs

That will go at a low, prices. Call

O

and get prices.
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HOUSE FOR RENT

Cut
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FlowersAll Varieties
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Santa Fe Hardware & ISupply Co.

Sale
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MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS
E ANNOUNCE a Grand Introductory Sale made to measure Suits, Coats and Skirts to cele
brate our third season as exclusive representatives of the American Ladies' Tailoring Co;
re
of Chicago. We must quickly introduce this marvelous
service to the ladies of
this city. It is to our interest to prove in an impressive, positive, certain wa:y the advantages w
offer in supplyingfypu your fall suit or single garment made to your own measure. Therefore, we
offer you extraordinary inducements.
r

W1
i

made-to-measu-

f
s

f.
5

I

WE GUARANTEE YOU
SATISFACTION.
WE
WILL FILL YOUR OR
DERIN 10 DAYS. EVERYTHING NOW READY

:

:

: : :

:

WE HAVE FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION the AMERICAN LADIES' ,TAILORING CO.'S
GRAND PORTIFOLIO OF FASHION AND FABRICS. We show their complete line of handsome materials 180 of them and we'sliow their rich fashion plates of all the new styles.' We are now in readiness to
serve our patrons and all who are interested in this perfect
tailoring as they never have
been served. Our showing is distinctly a style and smart dress event. It will engage the attention of crit-cwomen, for it brings to this city advantages in buying suits or single coats and skirts such as have been
available in only Chicago and New York at far greater prices. Put off all arrangements for Fall buying
"
'
until you see us.
made-to-measu-

re

al

1

" We nvite and
Urge Every Woman to Call"

Sari Francisco St.

